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* * * * * 
The Legislative Council, which is composed of five Senators, six 
Representatives, and the presiding officers of the two houses, serves as a 
continuing research agency for the legislature through the maintenance of a 
trained staff. Between session, research activities are concentrated on the 
study of relatively broad problems formally proposed by legislators and t,he 
publication and distribution of factual reports to aid in their solution. 
During the sessions, the emphasis is on supplying legislators on individual 
request with personal memoranda providing them with information needed to 
handle their own legislative problems. Reports and memoranda both give 
pertinent data in the form of facts, figures, arguments, and alternatives, with-
out these involving definite recommendations for action. Fixing upon definite 
policies, however, is facilitated by the facts provided and the form in which 
they are presented. 












LEG IS LAT IVE COUNCIL 
REPORT TO THE 
COLORADO GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY 
PUBLIC SCHOOL FINANCE 
Research Publication No. 17~1 
1956 
THIS REPORT, RESEARCH PUBLICATION NO. 17-1, CONCERNS 
ITSELF WITH RESEARCH AND STUDY OF ELEMENT ARY AND 
SECONDARY SCHOOL FINANCE. CONDUCTED BY THE LEGIS-
LATIVE COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION DURING 1956. 
RESEARCH PUBLICATION NO. 17-2 CONT AlN S THE MAJOR 
RESEARCH AND STUDY OF EDUCATION SEYOND TIIE IDGH 
SCHOOL, THESE TWO PUBLICATIONS COMPRISE THE SECOND 
ANNUAL REroRT OF THE COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION TO 
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE PRO-
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL 
The Honorable Palmer L. Burch. Chairman 
Colorado Legislative Council 
-Denver,. Colorado 
Dear Representative Burch: 
October 1, 1956 
Transmitted herewith is the report on the study of elementary 
and secondary school finance, conducted by the- Legislative Council 
Committee on Education during 1956. 
This report. together with Research Publication No. 17-2, com -
prises the second annual report of the full Committee on Education to 
the Colorado General Assembly, in accordance with the provisions of 
House Joint Resolution No. 8 (1955). 
Sincerely yours, 
/s/ Ernest Weinland, Vice-chairman 
Elementary and Secondary Education 
* * * * * 
The major findings and recommendations included in this report were 
presented to the Legislative Council on September 26, 1956 . 
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House Joint Resolution #8, enacted during the first Regular Session of 
the Fortieth General Assembly, directed the Legislative Council to appoint a 
permanent committee for the purpose of carrying on continuing studies of school 
finance. Pursuant to said Resolution a committee of sixteen legislators was 
appointed in May, 1955, and the first progress report was issued in November, 1956. 
In March, 1956, the Legislative Council expanded the membership of the 
Committee. on Education to nineteen and filled a vacancy caused by the rEcsignation 
of Senator Mowbray, one of the original members. Senator Brotzman resigned from 
the overall committee chairmanship on July 25, 1956, having announced his candi-
dacy for governor, and Representative Burch, General Vice-chairman, became Acting 
Chairman of the committee. 
In the judgment of the Legislative Council, these nineteen members have 
worked diligently and effectively to carry out the responsibilities assigned to 
them. The first report made by the Committee on Education listed certain gaps 
and deficiencies which exist in the state's program for financing public education, 
and which reduce its potentialities for full effectiveness. Recommendations 
were included therein on ho~ these weaknesses can be corrected. 
This 1956 report of the committee seeks to "round out" the first progress 
report, by supplying additional research data in those areas which, due to limited 
time, could not be given sufficiently thorough study in 1955. 
In reaching its conclusions, the committee has given careful consideration 
to the information which has been developed by its basic research. This infor-
mation provides a comprehensive picture of public school education as it exists 
"today" in Colorado. The committee also recognized, however, that a forward-
looking school finance program must encourage future growth and development • 
For this reason the committee, in formulating its recommendations, was guided 
not only by the current "average practice" existing in Colorado school districts 
but also took into consideration desirable practices, standards, and goals which 
might encourage economic and efficient school district operation. 
In addition to this report which relates to elementary and secondary educa-
tion, a subsequent report will be issued to cover junior colleges and senior 
colleges. 
The Committee and the Legislative Council wish to express their appreciation 
to the State Board of Education and the Commissioner of Education for making the 
services of Mr. John J. Coffelt available for this study. Mr. Coffelt has carried 
the major research responsibility for the committee in its work on Public School 
Finance and has made an invaluable contribution to this study. 
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Part I 
1956 REC01JMENDATIONS AND FINDINGS 
The Recommendations 
The Recommendations of the Committee on Education are based upon a careful 
and comprehensive analysis of all the facts which bear upon the financing of 
elementary and secondary education in Colorado, including forseeable trends in 
school enrollments and costs, quality of public education, and the comparative 
burden of local and state taxation. These facts also cover the division of the 
cost of public education between the school districts and the state, measures 
of local ability to support schools, and the various methods by which state aid 
for schools may be apportioned. 
It is the collective opinion of the Legislative Council Committee on Educa-
tion that, with minor exceptions, its continued research and study of public 
school finance further substantiate the conclusions and recommendations made 
in its 1955 report. Following are listed the reconunendations of the committee 
as adopted at the August 22, 1956, meeting. 
1. Amend the School Finance Act (Chapter 123-6-1 through 123-6-24, 
Colorado Revised Statutes, 1953) to provide for the following: -
a. Change the calculation of classroom units from Aggregate Days 
of Attendance to Average Daily Attendance (Ag.D.A. divided 
by 172). 
b. Provide for an "excess growth" factor whereby districts having 
an increase of seyen per cent or more in average daily atten-
















over the average daily attendance of the first twleve weeks 
of the previous school year may, in the discretion of the 
State Board of Education, be allowed one additional class-
room unit in excess of such seven per cent increase for each 
23 pupils in average daily attendance. 
c. Establish the pupil-teacher ratio at l - 23 for the first 
classroom unit and all thereafter, calculating to the major 
fraction of one-tenth of a unit. Authorize the State Board 
of Education to allow one full classroom unit to necessary 
small schools with less than 23 A.D.A., and permit up to three 
extra teachers in districts of less than 300 A.D.A., with the 
State Department of Education to review the necessity therefor. 
d. Eliminate the "sparsity" factor. 
e. Eliminate the district qualifying levy ~d increase the county 
qualifying levy to 11½ mills. In those counties wherein a 
levy of 11½ mills will produce a·sum greater than the sum of 
tbe aggregate classroom unit values within the county, permit 
the Board of County Connnissioners to reduce the County Public 
School Fund levy accordingly. 
f. Raise the classroom unit value to $5,000 for classroom units 
served by teachers holding a graduate certificate, and $4,250 
for classroom units served by teachers holding other than a 
graduate certificate. In the event that the state appropria-
tion shall not be sufficient to support this foundation program, 
the amount appropriated should be prorated to the participating 
school districts. 
g. Change the "minimum salary" provisions so as to guarantee not 
less than sixty-five per cent {65%) of the classroom unit 
values for teachers' salaries • 
h. · Eliminate "direct grant" state aid payments based upon aggre-
gate days of attendance. 
2. The Committee on Education or the Legislative Council should make 
the study of tax assessment practices in Colorado a matter of im-
mediate concern. In this regard funds should be provided for such 
a study {which would include a determination of whether or not 
assessments in Colorado are equitable). At the same time, consider 
imposing a "small transfer tax" to permit the gathering of data 
for such a study. 
3. Amend Chapter 36-3-2, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1953, to require 
each district to lower its respective district special levy in 
order that the amount of revenue to be received therefrom will 
be reduced by an amount equivalent to the increase which the dis-
trict will receive as a result of the increase in the County 
Public School Fund levy • 
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4. Retain as a legislative goal the integration of the transportation 
program with the basic School Finance Act, and request that this 
committee and the State Depa.rtment of Education give additional 
study to the mechanics of accomplishing such a step. 
(Note: House Bill #89, enacted during the Second Regular Session 
ofthe Fortieth General Assembly, created for the first time in 
Colorado, a Public School Transportation Fund. Appropriations 
to this fund were distributed in August, 1956, in accordance with 
~ a forrnvla which permitted the gathering of data necessary to the 
accomplishment of this goal.) 
5. Consider the feasibility of amending Chapter 35-7-17, Colorado 
Revised Statutes, 1953, so as to permit the county treasurer in 
each county, upon notification of the county col1lll1:i.ssioners, to 
place on the tax rolls improvements which have been completed 
after the legal date of assessment and upon which no assessment 
has been made by the assessor. 
6. Retain, as a legislative goal, the integration of the Special 
Education program with the School Finance Act and request that 
this committee and the State Department of Education give addi-
tional study to the mechanics of accomplishing such a step. 
Amend the existing special education statute (Chapter 123-22-1 
through 123-22-17, C .R.S .• 1953) to provide for: 
a. the distribution of funds appropriated for the purpose of im-
plementing Article 22, Section 123, Colorado Revised Statutes, 
1953, as Mended, on the basis of classroom units for all types 
of special education classes. 
One classroom unit -- each twelve (12) educable men-
tally handicapped children •• $3,000 
One classroom unit -- each twelve (12) physically 
handicapped children ••• 
One classroom unit -- each six (6) deaf or blind 
children • • • • • • • 
. . 
. . 
One classroom unit -- each four (4) homebound or 
hospitalized children en-
rolled for 170 days ••••• 
One classroom unit -- each eighty (80) speech 





These payments reflect "excess costs" and should be in addition 
to all other aid to the district from county and state funds. 
In no case should a district receive more reimbursement under 
this act than its actual excess cost. The number of special 
education classroom u~its allowed any school district should 
not exceed the number of equivalent full-time special education 

















b. the distribution of the specia.l education funds to the district 
of attendance with state aid for transportation or room and 
board for non:resident children in special education classes 
to be paid separately to the district of residence • 
The Finri.ings 
The following information taken from Part II, Legislative Council Research 
Publication #17, 1955, and brought up-to-date, present basic data pointing up 
the current status of the state's public school program. 
Sw.mary of Enrollments, Certificated Employees, and 
Number of School Districts, 1953-54 through 1956-57 
School Total Certificated No. of 
Year Enrollment Employees School 
(k - 12) (k - 12) Districts 
1953-54 266,381 11,644 1,009 
1954-55 283,897 12,531 998-1:• 
1955-56 300,000 (est.) 13,553 951 
1956-57 (est.) 316,000 14,500 925 
(Certificated Employee: Includes administrators and all other non-
teaching personnel holding a valid Colorado Teaching Certificate.) 
* Includes 237 non-operating districts. 
Total Expenditures for Public School Education, Kinder-
garten through Junior College, 1953-54 through 1956-57 
School Current Debt Capital Total 





















Per Cent of Public School Income from Local, State 
and Federal Sources, 1953-54 through 1955-56 
School Year Local State 
1953-54 76.6% 21.8% 
1954-55 80.2 17 .2 






The following findings summarize the research efforts of the committee 
during 1956, and !,_Upplement the data compiled in 1955, and reported in Part II, 
Legislative Council Research Publication #17. 
PUPIL-TEACHER Iu\'l'IOS ( 1%4-55 School Year}: 
1. The average pupil-teacher ratio for all school districts was 20.2 
to 1. The highest average county pupil-teacher ratio was 23.7 to 1 
(Jefferson}; the lowest average county pupil-teacher ratio was 11.3 
to 1 (Gilpin). 
2. The median state pupil-teacher ratio calculated on the basis or 
A.D.A. is 21.2 to 1; the median calculated on the basis of number 
of districts is onl.v 14.6 to 1. The following medians were cal-
culated on the basis of number of districts: 




3 - 10 
11 - 20 










CLASSROOM UNIT EXPENDITURES (1954-55 School Year): 
1. The highest average classroom unit expenditure (county level) was 
$7,382 (Rio Blanco); the lowest average C.R.U. expenditure was 
$3,828 (Conejos). Excluding transportation expenditures, the 
highest average C.R.U. expenditure was $7,047 (Denver, and the 
lowest was $3,590 (Conejos). 
2. Following are the low, high, and average current expenditures per 
teacher for the 1954-55 school year, including and excluding trans-
portation costs: 
Average including trans. costs . . 










3. The average current expenditure per teacher (including transporta-
tion costs) for "one-teacher0 school districts was $4,109; the 
average for "two-teacher" school districts was $4,421. 
4. Approximatel.v one-fourth (26 per cent) of the teachers were employed 
in school districts that expended $6,400 or more per teacher; fewer 
than seven per cent were employed by districts spending $3,900 or 
















r-·· " ~ 1 
~ ,....-
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1. Current expenditures per A.D.A. ranged from a low of $142 (Honte-
zuma) to a high of $2,771 (Bent). The average expenditure per 
A.D.A. for the state was $280. Excluding transportation costs, 
the state average was $268. 
2. A total of 483 school districts reported expenditures for trans-
portation. The highest transportation expenditure per A.D.A. was 
$957 (Huerfano); the lowest was $0.08 per J\.D.A. (Adams). 
TEACHER-ADMINISTRATOR RATIOS ( 1954-55 School Year) : 
1. Following is the average ratio of teachers per non-teacher, ac-
cording to type and size of school district. 
Excluding Districts with 
All Districts No Non-tea.chin~ Personnel 
1st class 13 .3 to 1 . . • . . • . .. . 13.2 to 1 
2nd class 14.8 to 1 . . . . . . . . . 13 .1 to 1 
3rd class 41.3 to 1 . • • . . • • 9.3 to 1 
Co. II. S. 10.4 to 1 • . . . • . . 7 .3 to 1 
Union H.S. 8.1 to 1 . . . . . . . . . 8.0 to 1 
2. Following is the average ratio of teachers per non-teacher in 
first class districts, analyzed by number of teachers employed: 
Less than 40 teachers . • • . • 17.8 to 1 
41 to 80 It . . 10.8 to 1 . . • 
81 to 120 It . 13 .1 to 1 . • . . 
121 to 500 " 12.3 to 1 . . • . • 
over 500 II 14.0 to 1 . . . • . 
ASSESSED VALUATION PER A.D.A. (1954-55 School Year): 
1. The average assessed valuation per A.D.A. was $10,457. The range 
in assessed valuation per A.D.A. was from $1,275 (District #13, 
Conejos) to $669,765 (District #93, Logan). In other words, the 
richest district had 525 times more taxable wealth per child than 
the poorest district. 
SPARSITY FACTOR 
Because of the general lack of information concerning the use and effects 
of the "sparsity" factor contained in the present School Finance Act, the re-
search staff were directed to analyze its financial effect upon school districts 
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and its relationship to transportation costs. The following findings were taken 
from this study. 
1. Of the 998 school districts in Colorado during the 1955-56 school 
year, a total of 473 districts (47.4%) had a "sparsity" factor. 
2. Of these 473 districts, only 241 received additional state aid as 
a result of the application of the sparsity factor. Sixty-four 
districts received maximum. benefits, while the remaining 177 dis-
tricts qualified for partial benefits. 
3. The total state payments in 1955-56 attributable to the applic~tion 
of the sparsity factor was $683,087. 
4. A total of eighty-seven (87) school districts who received sparsity 
benefits in 1955-56 did not provide.transportation. These dis-
tricts received a total of $120,941 in sparsity benefits, or ap-
proximately eighteen per cent of all state payments for sparsity 
during this school year. 
5. An additional $69,197 in sparsity benefits was paid to 34 districts 
in excess of their budgeted expenditures for transportation. 
6. There were 472 school districts providing transportation budgets 
in 1955-56 that received no sparsity benefits. 
(Note: Emphasis is given to the relationship of sparsity benefits 
'aii'cltransportation because the belief is connnon'.cy held that the 
"sparsity factor" was incorporated in the school finance act as 
an allowance for transportation expense of a district.) 
7. The range in payments for sparsity (1955-56) was from $37 to $12,690. 
The average sparsity payment was $2,834. 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
At the April 28, 1956, meeting of the Committee on Education, the State 
Department of Education presented several recommended changes in the existing 
statutes designed to improve the quality of the state's program for handicapped 
children. A Temporary Subcommittee on Special Education was appointed to give 
intensive study to this area of public school finance. Following are summarized 
the major findings of this subcommittee. 
1. A total of 5,112 children were enrolled in "special education" 
classes during 1955-56. This is an increase of 494 over 1954~55 














Education cstirrates) only one-sixth of the children in Colorado 
who should be enrolled in such classes. 
2. In U,55-56, the average cost per A.D.A. for mentally handicapped 
children was $444.76; for physically handicapped it was $679.75. 
3. The average cost per teacher in 1955-56 for mentally handicapped 
children was $5,667; for physically handicapped, it was $6,803. 
4. The average number of pupils per teacher for special education 
classes during 1955-56 was: 
CUR.iIBNT ATTENDANCE 
















The Legislative Council, in its 1955 report to the Second Regular Session 
of the Fortieth General Assembly, recommended that further study be given to 
the use of current school attendance in calculating equalization payments to 
: , local school districts. (Colorado presently uses the previous year's attendance 
data.) During 1956, the staff followed up this recommendation by making a study 
of the school finance legislation of those states presently distributing funds 
on a "current attendance" basis. 
Eighteen states currently distribute some state aid to public schools on 
the basis of current attendance. The program of each state falls into one or 
more of the following four basic patterns. 
1. Use of a Growth Factor - State aid is .distributed on the basis 
of the previous year's attendance data. However, if attendance 
in the current school year exceeds that of the previous year by_ 
a specified amount, an adjustment may be made based on this growth. 
2. Use of Estimates - State aid is distributed on the basis of esti-
mated enrollments submitted by each school district. In most· 
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cases adjustments are made at the end of the school year when 
actual attendance data are available. 
3. Use of a Specified Date - The attendance at a specified date or 
for a specified period of time early in the school year is used 
to determine currentattendance. 
4. Use of Adjusting Payments - State aid is distributed on the basis 
of the previous school year's attendance data, with adjusting pay-
ments made on current attendance as soon as such data are available. 
ECONOMIC INDEX 
In its 1955 report, the Coilllllittee on Education pointed out that the major 
weakness in the existing School Finance Act is the basis for measuring local 
district financial ability. However, the committee agreed to delay study of 
this problem pending the outcome of certain legislation enacted by the 1955 
General Assembly which was designed to remedy this situation. 
In taking another look at this problem at its first meeting in 1956, the 
committee concluded that 1955 legislative attempts to solve it were inadequate. 
Upon the suggestion of several groups interested in state school finance 1 a 
temporary subconnn.ittee was appointed to give concentrated study to the feasi-
bility of developing an economic index to measure local district ad valorem 
taxpaying ability. 
Following its study, this subcommittee recommended that the Legislative 
Council proceed with the development of a specific economic index. A contract 
was made with the Bureau of Business Research, University of Colorado, to 
develop an index based upon certain data which experience has shown reflect 
economic ability. At the time this report went to presJ, the Bureau had not 
yet completed the index. 
Inasmuch as the economic index could not be completed in time to receive 
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.. ,, .. , .. ,,. .... ,:- ... • 11.~~,,~_•tate, wberei,n a11 .. ~i.4ilt. :f.l!ft,.~•~'.·,-- .,,...,,, ... ,_,. '"\§'.~.;,:~:•~·~,;~~-~-.,~~,.~~,.;0,J~ ;•·~.:~r:• 
. "" ' c!~att. ~'h~~~-{~r~&{~~~~;,~.~ 
·'.,\{>~~--•:~;-~~.i.Qtit•~~-: . i ..• ~nt..aaanoe- 0£ th•- pul:>lio scbools_.of-· th•··•tatfl: 
· • -~ :::·~ ~~,;~l"fiil& out ot a stat•, Ud not a local or auuicipal ~a•J 
· · ~~~~-::,,~(s-~,~ a6.00J1&ti,tutioaal.J11bi~itio11 to pr&vent tM- appnpr;14t ... <, 
. . . .. ::if<m; 'tiY' ttl•' l!«lalature of il<>n•y- .from the general f'Unds .ot tn• state 
:>0.,~~i=~•~if~~:1~.'.1--•.t· ~ool 4i•tricts,, and it ha& such po,,.-.ttl; .. 
. •: __ f;e'.i,;·~-~~••-•~~t•"'"io-1e• ,X·, Section 17, of' the State Constitu-Hon previ4eJ ·•t 
'. '' ·:'·,::',:·:.->;:.->:-:,',~ :-,, ---, 
~,{<tr~=•=~=:~:;::7~::::~; OU~, )c'.0~5 
~;-[.', ·-;•.,f; '.'•.t ./;'. ; ., .... · • ·. . . ' . . ; ··; '•.· ., t''t],i';};. t:\r~lat~~sion for public education is a function of--:•• ;~ 
., A•semb'.ly ,-shall, by law, provide for the organization 
,:4t•tr..i.cta o:£ convenient s-ize, in each of which shall 1itr .• ··.·:. _. >• board of education, to consist of' three or more cHrecton :' 
·' <,"< . ·••~-,~---• : Ited by the. q_ualified electors of' the distri~t. Said di• } -•i:',:<i;,;:(??if;;J · ·: '(ita-11 have control of instruction in the public schools -c>t' 
"'\t;~ih]~[~~-;-ti:.::::::: boards are~ by statut•to --









·~pi~. ··lili• ™·· l.f~5$ school ~' · the ·.tota1 cost• 
'e . . ~ . - . - . 
: · <bM,~:t•1 J\mi.or Colleges but ♦xcl.tiq •~•t•-~ti i~'* 
·· 1.ar-&1itig} 'i1r.tti. state watt $25;855;300 •. Tu; y-eais iat~i··•l.', nti-'IH 
· tb' _,... than $1i4,0001-000, an itlere&H of' &nr .3U.~i¢b't. · : ,. :'( ' . ' . . . ' . .. . ._~ -;· --~' ' -,' ''.,:,· . ' 
¢an be expected to eOJ1tiiiue through 1960, by' Vbld ,... ... _, 
~tees f"or elementary and seeondai,r education ·wi.11 &N~-
.Charl I, prepaNd from the follorlng data· pro'Y'ided. by: 
.CBiu¢ation., i11ustrates this trend. 
19'44;.;45· 
··1949 .. 50 
. 1954-,:,55 
.·.~·i9S9;.;.$0ti, 
Cost of Public Education in Col~ 




















By far>,the largest per cent of· schooi futtds· is ~t?--..,'4!:" 
·: , • '· · l 't ·:,,_.:··,·:.·-,,/i\:.,::·:'"ri(i;_1\ 
....... ._.ute at' the· 1oc,rt\ distri'Ct level of government. i1th.~ff 'J,' · 
,.~'.•f a~ees of income a"'1i1ab1e to the locat sc1tooi ;t:J~~ir~St\r 
./:_,.~~~,a~ 4~l"ived fro• the school district "St,ec±a~tt- ::~···:. ·· ./ 
:;"<i:~--:'..\-:-·---/~-?~···: __ ,,- .:'- ._ . .- ' ., '' ' ' . . ' ' ·, . ' . ,,., __ ,,i•"'~·tt-:'.'f_\. ::Jlt~~'!at• f'tom the 1955 Arutuai aeport. 0£ ~e C<>lt>r~;,.,;i. 
-~: .. _-·-i::_-.::_--::.:i/-•:·:·.·i:/~t~\:;r·_.\\,_---~. ··-:· ·: __ ".--._ -~, . __ · ___ - - .: __ · __ •·_, __ ._··_:-._-·:.-~_/:\ 
'/fNKI" tow utotm.t of' 1oaal. school cU,sti_,iot tans 'iatd.ed .d ... 
-~.".·i'f_r·· ..' -'.· ~ ·, •. _ , ·• .. , • . --:• . . . , , '. ,,·': • ' '. /,_ • ,· '.: ,• 
•· .. •· •• ·•.· . r . ~~,,. 
~-I~;. ~~ . l.lS4t,).,' ~tes· in/th• otfie~ 'of-:i,-·,o~ti ',~cot•· e•~-·~ty;,a,;c011t¼~· ' , ',, , : , ' , . , ·.. , , • , .. ·,;..;;_:'.,( : .. ~,. r, •'>,, •_,: \_•,,,,,.,,.:,,, •• , , , ' ' , :· ' , ,:, . , , , . • • ' ,I.:··, 
tad~ as' ·th~·Count:, 'M)ie'~t .tna, ~ requ!Ha· the boa1'd ~,- ~tt:, · ...
,, . . ,· ' ' '•- .. ' ' --,; .,· 
etldl. eligible school district in the .coun:ty- to iui£:il1 ··ttt~ cowaiit"• -~~--~<i ,,)· 
,''\ ',l • ,,,,· '·; "" 
·,.-:·.:;;,.: 
tae cost of the public ·school finance program· •.. IJ1 '1955~ )this eodt)' t•1lct:Q-"< 
· uounted to $8,534, 5.54. 
: S1;ate ,App_rm±ations: Hollies distributed by the s¼ate in ~t _ot ••~~-.·.·_ .. · 
education come from three. major sources. These a"' (1) legis1attn -,,~j._,.: 
• ._·' ;_ ''' .• · . ' i; -~-, 
·•titmS", (2) income from the ~bli~ School Fund, and (3) :federal ..u,,~- UM.i$'; • . 
' '•"'•-- . 
. ·Joiti.es from these three sources constitute "state aid.~. The :foll.<ntiJ.tt --~'c . 
. , ...,,-· .... _- ,,_,, 
shows the uount of funds distributed to public schooldis-tricts-, by .tl. 
















a, 398 ,, 137 ;;_28 
-2,-833.871,63 
3-, 1'46 ; 'Z'f 4 . 00 
2,, 900 ,.000. 00 








.. Including ~emainder bal.auees. . · ·7?,~t<\ . · 
. · ·.•·.··•f :)If;f '.,Sr,::.: t · · 
, ~~t: th .... are nuaetious Feden1 - whieli~',~1Z 
'.>:pf .._ to· loca:f . s~bool districts in:. Colorado. These pro~ ino19de·.~,c~f :i~:j~;,_· .. •.·. '. 
. > , .•. ..· . . . . ·.·. . ·. .·· · . .. . . . _ . . • . _;···f':"i,>~ ffI?,J . \~~;;i: 
~,·vocational.a.cation,. pants-in ... aid to tedval.]T.'bapact.t.----~~•j"~/;<," ...... 
' . . . . t . "<~ '' .~·.,~ ',.... 
·>HOti4. cc,ntro1 l•ase llitoniea, tect.e~ai ti.Ms, and fedei~~:{ forest ---~•~.-j.;,:~,::.<. " 
...... ~--..~t-..,.t·•of ·.t~~ •~4, whi~~ ,-y·:~-s~~ .-~~1-,~~;~,~~t~hi:>.· 
, ., '. " ,, .-·- ,'•,-,' '' ',, :· •,•,· '," _; . ,. ':, ~ _-; ' i·•.: -~· • ·', "' -.• · .. _.,·:, ,"-' .·-·:·. "< ,' ·,:' ·.• 











































•.:id)_ l·•.: ..'.•. ·;.· ~~:~~:/\. 
__ ,:. •·, 
""<' :. , 
,,: 
"b~~t'~·-~t;::t:jf::=~t . 
·. ·}thich·the lJ-1ted .Stit6 ~---~~:·••~··~ ..... :: Mcluee:~f' -t .... 1._J.jo,, . 
~ J·'-i ;,c; 
~- ';paot-i6D•. :., 
. A' tMal ot ~~venty~iteven 'coi~o: ~chool ai&tricta .... •~titi.i'~'~. , ... ··.• 
·· ~ .. 11 un~r· Pub1ic taw' #St 4 f,or 'the 19·55 .. 56 tohool ;.-.-~ ·. •· fi._':;•~1:. 4</,, ·· .· · 
''. t _: · _ . _· ,:_ _ . _ _ _ _ :, . - _ : • _ _ _ . - . ', _ ,'_ ,_ ,- _\_ __ .. ::·,:_ii".._. ___ .. _·,_-·:·-, _:~~_:{;_~~}2-:: .. ~-:-~·_\·_-~:;;':, <•-:-.-.-: 
· t~r>t1.ae···amnty-seven di&tricts· wUllted ·to $~;09&,401~48~ •• ,,~-: .. : .......... ,;,.:;·\ 
,_: _,~_, -·. ,_' .:·' "; . ·, . . ' ' . '' ' . ' '' . ' _· . ' ,: ·_, .· __ ;::'. :·;·J//',:/:-·:~·?.:-~·-:.:(·;:.-:~---~;:;i:-~>-·:i'.~;:~/f;~tti,_._-·~;~~i~-:/-'.>\~ 
··~ts ranging tram a low or $704.14 (lHsiirict #4, ~lores C~) •tt--'•··,~ · · 
·i;f · $506;.~ .to (District #1, Denver) • 
,ment and pttrpose of' its ex,endi tves. . Chart 3, ~.►. af'. --( . . , •• 'i\ ~. _ · 
.• 2,d'-.,i. ocbool. dollar ns spent (1954-55) for each •:lifr•~j fl;.s,,;.~\l;~?T~~~~ 
#"'•~¥ca unit. The average ~hool district in e&J.orido &petlds •~~~- t,{,_:: 
. ',,. . "" 
l~ive per cent of: each dollar on lfin.sbuct:i:ottal" cost&·, of ·,dai.ii,F. .' r 
~taries is the chief.expenditure. 
A·nuaber or :i.m.portant changes have occured in the socild' 
. ' '' -", '.' 
_:~uc· education. J!or example, the total population~ 'tlw •-t~;l~': 
;.•~."',; ·'· ·ta ~d'. ·~ta· silnce lforltl Yar II• ~t .. dur-i:ea 
,,,.,, .. ,.' ' ....... .,..,... ' ,,1- ., ·-
,· -. . . 
. '~#•'~'th• •~three :counties in ·th• state have· -~L.__. . 
. J:~~t:t~~ 1 · fla• !Jatri~,tate ·~ti<dl sld.tt ~i••4° W~J 
.·· .. ' ' ... , 
: :'..!--~-·~t;W~ttit.a.1'&1· ··u.ta±iattoii; ·~~¾-~'illy~'<~ 
. ,?i~:~Jif~r~:u~~::~ -~,~.:.-,:.·.•·•·····••.•··;·.· ..~.:.: .•. .;.·.· ... ·'.•_:.·.•····:.'._;.,.;.:.•.:."','.· .•.  .  i._· .... 1.·.·.· •. :.·,·.·,:·····.·.·· .•· ·······•.···.•.·.•.··.·.·.-.•·.· . •.al •.. :,.,:.· .....•. ·.,.· .. ·.·.'·.· ... n.· ·:,:',)~ .. i1~--l//~~,jy$t .• ~ ·,;.~c'f""t!e~;~ ,J~t'r\i',tf~\·· · ~ .''·:·· ._ .. · 
!bd• •i.a:a beet). a marked · increase in the · nwnber of' · chil~. enroliing:J.n the 
\ -· .) 1 ' • ···• ' ' . -·,,.-,,~ . . ~~j.·:;"·, ' ... ,,, . .. 
· •· . r,,, c~Jl♦ fJOh04>ls ln. Colorado in recent 1e~s. The illpac t . of thtt so-callec:t ~ . 
,--·-;:'.:;>'.:/:~.:->-:·i~_<\:~_:·i}.7~.r:;:7::.(::(·_:>:_:?(: __ ::_i~:- --~ ~ ... - ·.-. __ . _ • . -•. _ , ·, .... ,.,· ···~ .. _ ·:· . - - - '·,, - ,•j :. ·,•,~- • .. "._\·:fc~\·_, __ . 
·•.· oi>ltiibt♦••is:.nov beug felt by sth-001 districts. In 1950, there were 224,0\;6 
• ,,_.,.•,~·/ .. ·,. /"\.,:.._;r~:;>:<~·;·_·<-./:,:·:,·•. . - . ' , l ' 
··x·~1,· earolled ia the public schools. of the state. 
:,i; -~ :~;~;.:-t~:.·:'-~:_yf/ .- · ·. ·', ;_- -fr' iz--_:·· -~ _, _ :: ,I ,, ' ·, 
~:~!~~ rill ~-- at le~~t 393,000 pupils enrolled by 1960, 
·• i.; •~1'.;;fiT'•·:per · oeilt £or·· the ten year period. · 
~~-... >T"~;,..u-ois-,:~.~-••l)t'Ojected public school enrollaents for eleiaentar,y lind,··~ 
,.:.• ..... ~ ·- ·:···,•:~~:-fil{~•; throup·-the 1960-61 school year; as presettted \,y:.:tM .. 
~· ·:~ttG~0•"''-;c'.•.21 .. nfiat-01 ld.ucation. · 
(_:---- , .-- .->;~:"!}:' i-- : -. . -- . 
;~.' - llJ$&-5& . 
I>· ·· •&.57 f·· ~;sa 
ire .. · ·i951w59 
~(. l~mr· 






















_ .. - ' . -_3:, •. ,., __ :_ . . . 
--
•. , 
I .m ·· 
~j > litU• Depal'tllent ot'ld,ioaffij ripl,Jilehtlift ,10&;,i,.t!iltf~-)~~ · 
.~-- , · .· ,· sta~e•s ~li,c -,o'h~ls; in 19$5-56, with· ~t•!y• a1,,ooo .fft&a~~'.it,,,~- •::.:> ,-
~;L · · .-·•-•· . : - . · - . ·. _ _ . · -· . _ · . . ·-·•-·- _-. •:t';',i+•.\J.t : .;.~e;?;> 
rjJ 111_$6 ... 5'1 school year. By 1960, public . sehool ~nrollilettts- rill ~e ~••·-· · :"~7,T 
. ' _,:_:-. ;_<t .. ,_ ,_ .. ' '. '' ._,': ; . -._, . : '_ ' ' :_ _,_ ; '·,, ~ . ,·; ' ' . .,- .:-· .... ''. ·: ":,:··:. :: :,-:-~ .:< ):. .·.-.:~/(:.-: :_.;,~:{;_.,_:'_i·i~--~.::·:;_ ,· .-::~-<· ___ :.:·\ .. ~: -4 19~,ooo; 'or approximately 93,:ooo more children than wen in ao~1)it:J-~6'Rc< 
,- .. _ _ . . • . _ .• : .-~ _ . -.·•. _-~ ·- ·. ,;- . __ ; ,;· . ___ <-~_:--:-'.·-·:f}_;,~~~::-;l;::( :·(:;t~;-~-:{;.:}::}l~\:}t(f · ,;ii . 
' '. 
. :· -r 
. '-'it 
lt a ratio of one teacher tor each twenty-three ·pupils•, Ctlor.a-cf ···•··. _ /.: .. ~:.i< : 
· additional 4,000 teachers ill the next five years to ~er;.~!'~:~~ ,, . 
·enrollments. 
. . , _ . . ' . . . . . • · · c. , ~ ··. . (i'_::. •• 1,.: _. :-~~is;i 
In addition, school boards ·are faced with the even greater tat.It Gt t · · ';~,-
.. _ . . · · •• ·. \. 
1 <- 1 f. . . r1•;;::1G}f:?r,.,J:~\ii: 
. •1'$placetaents • :for the eJq>erienced teachers who annually lav-e' the ••~~--·~;;t!'",.:i 
: . , ___ . .., . ___ :t_. i-i'. __ ,_,_:._.-\i_:_J. _ :_~_-,_r~-I~\i';:.: __ \:i~it(:r;;\~---}+~~~-- .- ·-• 
:f'.-aion, · Ac~rird:ing to rec~nt studies , this amounts t~t appro~ ,Z,liOO /: ··· · · 
tea6hers a year", or a total or 7 ,soo replac~e~ts j-eqflirM by-'
0
1SJ8(t. :··~.ii•r . 
i-,,-_-"-•-<<<,··-:-- _: _ ,,·· __ . - -. --.. _ _ ·_,,,.:_ . :- .. _._ .. -___ .. ~:~.·-•_·_-::/._·-_1·_:.:, __ ~--f<>1~:-~ti::~I~~i\F~JJj~\?_:\)/----.: __ ;;-
ratto· :Scfiool boaras are faced with locating 11,500 add:i.tional t•b♦n JJyJ.Ui)k. :• t . 
· ·· · -·•. . > \·- i-;•:··: 1; ... fr· ·•-~•-_ t<> mention those needed to replace sul).stan~ teachers·, to rellm'~t<; 
· ' , · · - •.. . . . . . . ·: · . . . .. · -·__ · ·. . , -, -. '., "\•t·;i\;triit1:~;b.} ' 
·cri'er--crowded classro<M.s, and to accOJllllOdate broadened educati--1. ~-..... ~• <:§.·:~: 
- _. __ -•• ___ • ·<_ .- _ . _. • • _ . • -r :.. · ··-. .- . : '< ·.·.·: ·_._ ,:~_-'-.:···· ____ ,\_\:::-.. _);;~_}::._---:.~!t;;.i){::~·:.-:iitJ:}5/:i:> 
It\stitutions of' higher learning in Colorado are gr-aduatlq ~-t:~t: .-
'·: :_.-' _> _.· _ ----:- _ -._ :, __ .--,.:'· . _ ',. . _ _ _ _ ·;, _ , .- _ . ."V'-'._f".-·::\ .. _:_: __ -.-·. ::,::--- __ :;:•,:::~,:··\"<~:~---~-<'.j·I>-:;::~1::.;·j>.i:·'.~:~~:; ____ _<:; 
1~500.teachvs each year. Recent increases in enrollment in ihe '&t♦;& te~i) 
·_ .. _ •. _.· .· ... · . . . .·· . . . . . . .· .• : •• i ! ·,,, •. ,, •. ··\.:Sl>:;·,.,i';{./:i;;/:' 
co:t1ece imlicate that a decided increase ay be expec·W d-1-.:'tta.•: ~:,:,~~",:,)f·~<'. · . 
. _. . _ . _-. _·· .·_ . _.-•. ·. ._ . .·_ .· . _ . ·_ ._ -.-.. _ , , ;:·•' •. , C;;/( •;, •. "' ,· ,, .,, • t,~,:,;;~~"'➔-•r · ~,:. · ·lt is · estimated that approximate~ · loJoqo · teaca.~ -.. ~. :-.·:·:~tai•.--.'f~(i. ; .· 
;:.::.~:::::e~tha7:::~:f::1:t :;·~=~~~'~,$/ 
.. ac~ aplOyJllent in other states~ 
:-' Jt:,.'·thts pattem contirlu(Js, ~bout· 5 ,ooo · of the· 11,&oo· te~•·i~--;~. ;~~:-:.} 
., .. .. • . _- _ - . __ . . . .· -- . _ .. :;1· _ . . _ •. ._ • . . -._ .•. ·:;_ :~-: <: /;:~----~~()/\~j{}\!tit:_:.·-<.·::~_;;;,~~;i{L:_:_~--;r 
, __ 1,.:wfl;f~ ~ · -~oa the 'graduating' claiaes· of Colorado coll ... t· ijil;•· _._·_._·•-·•·-· .·_ ••. __ - ... ~:~-, 
. ,~~~ ~ori•be t-·,flitlltlie aic._t1i;y•if-~j%,'f 
·'••~:~••~--~·-•t.tffd.uing this f'i'fe~,-i•,· -~•·••· 
i,. -~_;•--:_;~/J~-.-·::, ·. ' ' ,• ' ' .,' . ' ' .. ' ,. · . .-·-,- <.«•·, ''\ __ ,,. <"·'" 
rapid4' t6r a number 'of ,eu. i\o coie~· .. · Cftatot: 'i~t,,:::;:/0 ;" ,if!;}C ,,, · .. · · · .. .. · ·· . · ·.·· .. · .···· . · <·' ·.. ,,'.' ·' ,,,'f:t'.: . , . ;.t,\;{:;it,\:;tc· 
;:qMf/tt••' IIC)t,e •. •.than thrae .. fourtha of the income for -t1t, ... 1uppptf_~~s~~\~i/·.•··}f:,.,Ji\_,J,.·. 
'"";:t:,r·,iiirr,,:. b .a.ri....i :rl'Olil ad valorea taxe• levild at the' ioijal.~~{J,,~rr•.',1;:\-t 
M:t:"c1dll:bt'll•Yi•1•·· · Thu•, un1esa additional dollroeaor ~;3':\jf~{J%, .. , 
are made avai1ab1e to local 1chool ~•"!;ti> :{_,;~:::"}I~T~ . . ·. ' . ' ,, . . :;" ·' (ti.,:)?i;,◄ 
In contrast, _the ad valorein, or genera.; 
=•.1;,:..= ie>aore ste~, and shows a considerabl.e amount of 1-g in acl4'ilfiq::·,f;/, 
·•. -- ' . . . , , . . , ,. ' ·' • . ,: . • .·:.•,l-~ ->·· '""'' , . · ... 
81--1•.,~~• requit-ed~ Co~f!qitent~; local reve~u•s 
.N•'1Cltft4 to ,ra,pidly · expandittg needs, 
i.t. ti desiJ"ab1e to have a reaao.oably atabl•,.. . ... 
;"':•' ·-•-_•-~ . ' ' . _' ' .-, ' : . ' ' ' '~ . ·:;, •:·'· •-;~ -,, . : .. ,,-'.,, . ,,"': 
. 511ca tJ,on,. ot .. r;,hildr:en ••~ he ,ftnoiW 
. •~·J:s ..oii.11•· · a~,J :!~.-~,~~~"~I}~.,- .. 
c"' .. 
. ~.· 
.. ll/f. , 
• !' ·- ',;:'. 
- ... ····• . 
1Jlld•r·.coloratlo'• •~•:ting S,i;~ ~;••~ ~1, ... ,~~ £.i"'•:~,,:oeat:• 
: : ' , .'~. ~· . 
of. '?•t•te, aid" ilOna;y, ,d,istribut~d 1;o pul?ll,c sq~oC:)18. ~3 ~i.sl>ur~~i~~• .. - "-~•,f 
· Eitl911,FOgraa.whe!'.ein sch<>0l .districts ,rece~~ pai,ment~ oii.~• ~~i;;~;-(~;,(··, · 
need, •:f'inan~!al ability, and tax .,for;~. ~al "~biii~" ~s,.-.~~r~-,.~~>:: 
cf th4' aac,,unt of reyenu~ which. a &pecified properti tax.~U 1~ -11~ ~~~J., .. , 
. . .. ·,.. . ·.·. '.,, ,, , ...... ,., .. :. 
Uiider Coiorado~s tonula for detenaining equalizatio.u payants, th♦ ... t,.,. tf.M-: .· 
. ' • • • ,, ,: ' ' • ' ' ; . .• ,>' .. , ..... ':.'' .-:~~ ·:~··;.,~ .. :;,,,.:/:.\. 
atlOunt. a ~chool. district real,izes &o:m th' Jainuua qtfA,l,.:if)~~ loc~ ;li~~~t : :::i 
l~,. th~ siaalier the amount of stat.~ .equal;t:zation wh:i,ch it 1'.'eo•i~•-~-:. 
' " ' ~ . . . :· ~ • ·' ' ·~ • .' ... : 
If the taxable real property of a school district isunder-aatie-.M.m 
,, ' ,• ... , ",. ~· ·.,:., i. ·~ ::1' 
. . . . 
. rel~tion to the leye1 .of asses~en1; of such properl~ J.11 oth~r; ~~~R~~~;?,!,w; . 
~~. qualitying levy ,tl~l F<>dtice proport~onat,e:1¥ .l;~s, ~•':' ~~c~$ ~.-•:y 
,:.'1'-iaaf. ~t its equalization payment .will be dis.propo~~onat~lr ~att:-C ·· 
.•. /' ~ ·«' • , ~ ,•'' - >- • . . • ' ' . • .• 
cquati~, which are under-assessed in terms of the. gen.era! _ l~:1 ~:,,~-~,:, 
.· throughout the ·state receive 110re state equalization in proportioi:i: _to •'~;::~. 
_:· ... -, c"·",t••. _>'e.;>';, 
11in 1~~".with the general level of assessments. .;_, 
~cent indei>endent research indicates tha~ there are wide.~,~~~:*~\.·•- . 
' . ' ,;··, 
. itaj~,7~ty ~iances in ~ol~rack> between the :ratio o£ _a1s,,&s" ;~l.~}!~,~:iji .... 
. 8')1~-~._pro~rt7 to the IIUket. valu~ thereof. Sine• .t-ere i'.&.i¥:~\';,i~x:,,/Ji~f . 
. ,_.It· ;the. adjustlieAt of assessed vaiuat'io~ to a single unitora st,~.~~'.it:· · ·:~~;~;:;:< 
i; .. "'t,i '.: . , : · . · - , . • . , . · · , · . . •C ; • •• , l'.1 t{'f,,>t;·I ~fl.:,1('.•t)'{' . 
I :t• .. ~$61i1lf'; ~~lt1e ~0 &C0~~~•1;Y appraise the r,•i~~ive ;~~•~:~~.r~:~i:J; :•' 
or .. a)W.tT.·ol" iactltt4ua1 a:c~~~ _di~t.-to~s. ~h• .deve~~~-~t_ __ •·:4}#·:!!':.~~->·• .··· 
·,, '1;,::':,,, . , .-.. , . ',, ', ~ , · ·:,•· " 1', • - ' 1 ,,, _,., --... ·.~:,:· ';,~<?::•·I~::'.\.''"'"<·.~.'",-~.'?~~·~•,;, 
;,,~ :ata.t~. to~ , .. ti.abiWtiJtg 9'luaiization ~a H•tir ~:·;~: .. -
_,, ·' 





of~ l!•t•te, aid" ilOne;y, ,4',ist~ibut~d to ~~c sc~of:>18 _ f.s ~i~bi,m~ ',~~;;,,~-Mrrt{ 
,,.,., " ' ' . . ' ' -~ .• \ .. i- < :_,_:>.~ .-,<.t·:'.~:./ 
- zat~,>a,prognm.,1'h~I'.ei~ ~ch<X>l dis~i-icts ,rece~'?t pafme~t~ ~.itJte _lf~"-:~~l,i,,..~{~- _ 
. ,. . ' .. ·' ,.-' ' . ' ' __ . -~ 
need, •:financial ability, and tax et1"ort. local "ability" is --~:-~:~,.,.:zY?~ ._ 
• • • ' . ' ' ' ' ••. ,··. ,·· .•.~· ~~.,~,_-;.•~•·; ·, , •.• ';,;..,.,Y. •. ,\;?,:}:,~:-··· 
-of th~ uaoun~ of reyenu~ which. a specified propert;y _tax ~ll l~~ wi~ ~-fl:~_;_:-I~~-
• • • • ' • - <'.:; ,. - • ·.:·, .. -........... . 
Under Co;].;orado~s tonrula for detendning equalization payment.s, th.; --.t:1T, i1-:c. _·-
- . . . .• . ~ ' . . ' ; . . ' ... ' ' ' •, ... ;' <,,. ~-~ . :" :: . :". -~ -; ..;. ;··~-·;,t:. 
aaount a _school district real,ize~ fr:om the mtnliiUJa q_ualifyi~I ,loc_al 4i~fdp_,I 
, ' ,' • • · •' '• ,·, . •,-- •,, .,,-1 .. •.__,,l,, 
l~,,,the smaller the_ am~unt of state .equal~zation whi,ch i1; ~ece:ive•~~,t ••· 
,, " - · r· · · '· ' ,·i ,. i··"'"-,:•.i -,,:· 
If the taxable real property of a school district isunder-asse""in 
. _·-: , ' - . ~---' '. 
rel~tion to the l~vei of ass•saen~ of such property-,.iA other qi~t~~~•:;(,;~ 
•~ qualifying __ levy will produce_ proport+onat_e~ l;~s, re~~•,. ~~~~-~-:t
1
~,\-
- , , , . .. , , . , _- ·-.. , ,' ··--.,; :•,5 ;; -·:' 
c'·.--•. 'that its equalization ~ent will be dis,pro~,ionat~l.7 ~P.• ' --~f;<r~ 
: ·:""~>--,• . .-;.· : ' .,. - · · , · · , · -.. ' _, '-:, • .· ' :_: -.~/"l•;cL:: ,8~~:}\? \\;.-:'_; -
countt,~-- which are under-asse&sed in terms of .the general _lev:el •qf:Ji(_,,:· · 
,' . . . - ' . . . '., . ' ' .. .· ., ',,./ •" \",-··~-. '· 
throughout the state receive :more state equalization in propo~ion tc> t~~ ":.,,,,·-~,i ,_ 
~ • ~ ., 'e -~-'. •. ~l~' ,._ .. ',.'. ,", •' :• "\•·-~ i 
trit4t,.a(!_va1orem taXpaying ability than do those counties whic~ -~ ~~. 
' .,·• - . .. ; . ' ' .· . ,. . ". ·.,. _,.\. tt-~_, ·.:.f.!-?': :< 
~iu ~e• with the geneNl level of assessments. 
-.:.;. 
~cent indei;,endent research indicates that_ there are, wide _i~!:~~~-r·e~ 
iJS'f;r&•~ty ~iances in Colorado between the ratio o£ atseased ~va1wf~ _,t~t,> ,_ . 
1~~ ~ to the ~t value thereof. Sine• t4er••~;.~;:;:,;''!?iJtL · 
- ~t th•: ujustmettt of assessed valuation to a single urd.t• •~~,',\it'i :./;:,\:( 
·" · ~r, .. 1->,~· '\; , i' ,, •· . ·:--·· ·,,·. .- . , , · _ :· ·- • · -· ·.' . : •. ~- y~·-" ·t1:::<(J~-1:(/;:~.-_:~--\~11·_·:.1;1t:;~-fl ·)"· 1:::--tt;I:-;~ 
·-is-ct&tTei'!;]¥ ·~sit.le to accurately .appraise the relative i®al_tq~_•t~f,\::.:.· .> 
. -> ,, . ~- .--~ ~ .. __ ; , ... _. , , ..... _ _._. . , . . ( ._ . ., . - _·. - - . : . ; . . ._.. ( i·\ .... ,,,-v ~t- ;-:;½.;&f_::,~-.-:;.i:·=r-r(·(;: ... ""(.I.>·:,;- 11::.(/: -· 
· <>:r ability ot imtividual schob1 di.•tricts. The- devel~t oe. a r.,t, :~ ;_.. · 
.•. , _· · _. .. . · ... i .... ,. •~~ ; _, {,, . • · · :-.. - - :.:-•. ,. .•. :\.f,.\-- ·, ----.:/t:r-:r:.--.. ;~{:t~:~1;1:-::·,,:·ir.r~ir> 
. . ~1e:,a:tit~. torau!a £dr 4at1"-ibutiq equalization ~ts · rea:ta· 1ip0ll'-~ ~ · 
.,I . 
!, 
l ,~·~ .. 
t~·i". : ', i: 
~· ~~.{ L ·i:;;;;> .. 
f .•· :':;-~;~ti'.i~~i~'w4~ii:~~&!J:'~~k, 
\:·J~~1;·diiflt;iril. ;. • .. >,r+ ;,-'. .::(f• ,i,~,-,1,;;; 
. ' . , .. , 
· b.tatriJt 'leor-p.niza'ti'on and lecodification to stu~ the · school dist:riet '·si:~~~,;_ , 
.-. 
· . twi :tn: CO~o. .,-Thia aubcotnm:ittee • s· ·riMinp, based upoii · research sttidiei, 
.. ~i.-:~lcF ~8'1 'atld :•tt•1i irips thtoughout Color-ado, repotted in the 195& . : .. : , . •.·. 
::''~r/ ·.. · · :< . , · · . . . > .i .. .,.., 
·: :~)?·:·ffi~•~ii•1ati'fe Counci11 lesearchJ'ab1!cation No. 17, revea1.ed that'~'-}'< .. ·. ~,~~~;*•·-",~ob~i• districts in Co1orado in Mar~h, 1955. Of this ttUilber,. . ?!J 
." .?,: .. >,:> _.,.: .·/:r:"~A.>ft'f,,,.\· .. ~>\\· ... _·_ ... '_.._, . ·. r ·. ,, . • . . ··.·• -\: ~ . ~- . :· ·; 
>'.:J.14 > ,.·· r.!J.; •• •f~tfdid n6t •ma.itttaitt !!!l, school, and of the total forty•f'tW:f,:-~ . ~:'.<+,,,t 
.. ~t.,.~iif tii:\tti,.t d.&ietl¥ ~upport· a twelve-grade program of" public ed~~:;;; . 
, . _ .. a·.~--1~--trade pioogram ot pubilc education. In addition, it is ift'.f:~-"- 1 .• :./l::~~.-~,~}\.ftl~: 
j',~~~tie,,t10Ucluded that· there are a IIUlllber, of illlldeqll&tallallii61 
. • ·, , =~:,t;;+i• :•hich, _.. unde1r priese1n t statutes , canT 1contirtudie toi~~~t; • .. -~.';.;.:.,.·:·••·•.•:·:···,• ..•··•··•··.;·.• . : .•. ' · .• ·.:·:.:.~•' ... :.\•.···.~.-.;.'•::.··.· .  . .:.,:.;.· .. • •·•,•,_.··:··•.·:•.•.·.,•·····•.• ..'.: __ .·....  •:........ ··_,_••·•··,-..  .~.  :...···..•·. t . ;:f.i. ·:: :·~•::·. ·.t~;~;l:;::· ~•~ ve ata1;e f nano a assistance. he r stu es · nd2ci!i:.:, . . t ·/= .. _...,: 
; ~cJ•~f~~iiol"flainlac of the realismtent ot the state•• 1oca1 achooldiot •: <••-; ~~,r 
~. 1 , ; 
,,4.. 
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Part III 
1956 PROGRESS REPORT ON ELEl-1ENTARY ANO S.ECOtIDARY EDUCATION 
Procedure 
The Committee on Education held its first meeting of 1956, on April 28. 
The purpose of this meeting was to review the work of the committee during the 
preceding year and to determine the direction which its studies shottld ta.ke in 
1956. 
At this meeting it was decided to continue the policy of having all meet-
ings open to the public-. The staff was directed to develop a mailing list con-
taining the names of various organizations and associations interested in the 
work of the committee, and to distribute to them copies of all notices of meet-
ings, research data, and minutes of meetings. The names of seventy-nine persons, 
representing the following groups, were included in this mail list. 
American Association of University 1-Iomen 
Colorado Assessor's Association 
Colorado Association of County Commissioners 
Colorado Association of County Superintendents 
Colorado Association of School Boards 
Colorado Citizens Council for the Public Schools 
Colorado Education Association 
Colorado Congress of Parents and Teachers 
Colorado Farm Dureau 
Colorado Federation of Teachers 
Colorado.League of Women Voters 
Colorado Public Expenditures Council 
Colorado State Grange 
Colorado School Protective Association 
Colorado State Department of Education 
Colorado Tax Conmrission 
Denver - Public Schools a.nd City & County Officials 
Farmers Union 
Rocky Mountain School Study Council 
The following areas relating to public school finance were identified by 




.1. • The pres(~nt J11ethod of measuring "local ability" in determining 
equa1:: za tion pc1.;y1nents. 
2.. ThP 1.1:3e of "current attendance" in distributing state aid. 
3. The effect of the "sparsity" factor on state aid. 
4. Hechanics of integrating the special education program with a 
foundation program. 
·5. A comparative analysis of state aid payments under the School 
Finance J\ct and the proposed School Foundation Act (Senate 
. Bi 11 2, 1956). 
6. Pupil-teacher ratios and classroom unit expenditures. 
Two 1:~mporary subcommittees1 were appointed at the April 28 meeting and 
directed to give concentrated study to the following problems: 
1. The development of an economic index to measure local ad valorem 
tax paying ability in Colorado. 
2. The integration of the Special Education program with a founda-
tion program. 
These two subcommittees were directed to report back by September 1, 1956, 
in order that their conclusions could be included in the 1956 report of the com-
mittee. The report of each temporary subcommittee is reproduced in Part IV. 
Because of unavoidable delays, the actual data relating to the economic index 
will be released as a separate supplement to this report. 
Meetings 
Beginning with the April 28 meeting, the Committee on Education scheduled 
monthly meetings in Denver, and in addition, the temporary subcommittees held 
several all-day meetings. These meetings were open to the public, and represen-
tatives of organizations and agencies interested in public school finance were 
invited to present their views·and recommendations. Dr. R. L. ,Tohns, University 
of Florida, a nationally recognized authority on school finance and a proponent 




























of tht'I economic ·index as a .means·or measuring local'district ability, was. re .. y . . ' . ' 
tained to meet with the full collllli ttee and with the Temporary·. SubcOMi ttee · ·on 
the Economic Index. As a consequence, 'the committee directed this temporary 
. . 
subcol'llli ttee to proce.ed ri th the development of such an index for. Colorado .· in 
order that the co111D1ittee would ha\"e som~thing specific to reyiew.before accepting 
or..reje~ting the ide- of an eborio~c index. 
' . ~ . 
,, '/ 
On July 25, t~e Co~orado Committee· on EduoationalLegislat:i.on; a group 
representing.the Colorado Congress of'Parents and Teachers, Colorado Education 
•• ,, I •· .,'· , , :,'•, ' ' , \ 
Association, and the Colorado Aiisociation or·school Boards, ~resented and'dis-
cussed principles which· they felt were bas:i.o 1:ch s ou.nd. and progre~si ve school 
finance legislation. 
At the August 22 meeting, the committee met t.o consider the reports .of i ta 
two temporary suboommitteeJ, and aPJ)t'oved 1:he recommendations' thereof as.repro-
. · duced on pages 83 and 84 of ~his report . 
At the May 23 meeting of the c·omm. ttee, the Co1~'do Ta.JC Commission 
: . J. . .. . . . 
was called upon to present it• ~rt of i-esearch completed ·e>n. inter-county 
,· . ''' . " .' ' ,." ., . ... '. ' ,, ,,' ' ' ··. ' ' 
assessments' a~ provi,ded . f~r in HQU•· 1;11, 455,.( 1~5~). Po11owing fS the re-
'. ·i· . ·, ...... · ... · ' .. ? ' . ..·' 
port presented by Tax Commisaion~., A~ .A~ ftal.lr . ' ' ' ' . ~ 
. "H.B. 4,55, 1955 tegi,slaiure, appropl"iated $15.,000 to the.·cotora~o · 
Tax Comnd.ssion,. 'for e:,cpenae, incurred by ai.id Commiesion in a,saisting 
in the. administration ,of. .the pq.blic .scho,ol fjnance act of State of 
Colorado as amended •. ' · . . . 
·"In an a1;tempt to comply with the provisions of . this Ac·~ and ·. . . . · 
Se~te Bill . 321, the efforts qf the Tax Commis,io~ staff were, directe~. 
to making a sUl""V'ey .in as ·maey counti.ea as possible pri,or to meeting · 
of State Board of Equalization in September 1955. 
. ' ' 
"Two addi, ti~nal men. were hired on contract basis, . Ed Wright, . 
former assessor of LarimerCot.UJ.ty, andE. Beasley, retired C.P.A., 
Durango·~ Colorado. Other desirable men were contacted but refused 
.. 24 .. 
r' 
. assienment due to no asstq'ance of pemanent employment j"AA low sal-
aries ( the men were offC't'ied approx:i.ma.tely the salaries being paid our 
Consultant Assessors). 
"A rapid survey was .made in thirty-three .dounties. Counties 
selected were those representing considerable assessed valuation and 
· where indications were that irregular practices' had been or were . 
being employed by the assessors~ · · · 
"Results of the survey established that a difference to a varying 
degree existed in the initial appraised values and the assess~d values 
is finally extended on the roll.· A check was.made on both rural and 
u.rb~n properties. The total difference between recorded initial · 
appraised values and assessed values in the thirty-three counties 
amounted to $14,975,910, or .52% of.the total assessed valuation of 
the state., Percentage differences in tl)e counties ranged from. a high 
of 10.77% to a low of .total .county·valuationa of .58%. ·The diffe~-
ence between appraised value and assesae~ value was due primarily to 
.percentage allowanqes J!]ad~ over and. above normal age depreciatio~. 
and to ·a lesser ·degree the failure to keep adjustments made upon 
properties in classification, errors in computations, add~tions to 
buildings, etc., up-to-date on .appraisal cards and roll. · 
. "Field inspection of properties to extent pen\titted by limited 
time and perso~el deft.~~eq e,stablisbed. that initial a.ppraisal1 .. 
were not sufficiently'accurate ·and up-to-date ·(the first appraisals 
were made in 1948) to perndt a logical conclusion to be.drawn as to 
the justification for the difference between the,initial appraisa1a 
and the 1955 assessed valuations ... Accordingly, abstracts as returned , 
by the sixty-three assessors (with two minor changes) were submitted 
to the State Board of Equalization. T})at .Boa~ ordered no ohange, 
so in effect the assessed value as reflected on the abstracts bd'came 
the 'appraised valuation of all taxable property, as determined by 
the State Board of Equalization for assessment P,t1f'PC)~es,,' in e•ch. 
and every county in the state. · ·· 
"Assessors and-Boards of.County Comadssioners in ~ountiea studied 
were informed of conditio.n,s within their counties,. This situation 
was called tO all the assessors'· att6ntibn at the annual conference 
in January 1956. imphasis was placed ~pon the fact that initial ap-
praisals of all properties, . urban and ~al, must be cor-rected · according 
to Manual pro~edure in measuring; clasaifyi~g and priciag buildings, 
that depreciation below 60% of appraisal value (this. is maxim.· wn allow-
ance for norma,l age depreciation) was only to be allowed and to the 
degree warranted in each particular case as estab+i•hed by «ct~al 
inspection of property. All assessors were taken on a field trip and 
instructed in the application of allowance for physical condition, 
location, changes in econ~ll!Y in locality, etc:. Sixty-one or the ~ilftf:-
three counties wer:e repr~sented ·on this trip, sixv ~ssessors_be:l;ng 
present and a large ntunt>er of.. deputies and ~pp~isal men. · · .. 
"Considerable attention has .been and is being given to El Paso, 
Jeffers(?n, and Pueblo Counties, :n.qt bec~use 1;hese three oountif9s are 












unit equalization pro~,im, but because :the past,,histo,ryindioatesthat 
tTefterson and· Pueblo Counties have . long been poor.ly ·assessed, and· tr'e- · ; 
mendous growth and changes inp;:-operty values have created many prob18Jll8 
in aU three counties. 
_ '' A · detailed survey has· been. completed in nili9 northeastern counti•• 
and on _rural· properties in Prower-a County~· _ -'th• nine __ counties are · 
similarly situated and in the area or the state_ assessors have been · 
using percentage d~scounts to a ,vaqing degree. The survey was con•'. ·: 
ducted to determine to.what exte~t the assessors had followed instruo-
... tions to correct _the dt•tion. · - -
_-S._ 
1tField men were instructed to take off -transters or: urbatt and· -
rural. propertie, tor period or March 1955 to March 1956, t.itin.g only -
tho11e. tr~naferred· by W&l"ranty deeds _that $h~•d a ·consideration_of ·_ -
$2, dOO or mo~, . an<l_ that _would_- J,e conaidere4 _ nontlal. sales. _ Iitiptove• --
ments on each property were_appraised-8.lld. depreciation forage allowed 
up to a maxilnum of 601( •~ additionai a11.owance justified was made 
and reasons noted. 'A.pprusal_tiae detemined vas cpiaparedwith apprai-
sal as made by_- th, as11essor and to the. assessed v~lue aa determined 
byhilll, which ti~~ wouldt of C<>Urse, retleotanyadditiorial'allow• 
ance he may have •d• to the initial -~ppraisal figure. · - -
"Pe~cent appr•ised 'Value llf. the ~ssessor .is of_ the appralsal _ -• ' 
- value by the Commission was. det.iJ?linedr .alao the percent of the aa,,es• -
sed value ia of, the apprai~l by COIDlli~sion, -----~ the p$rcent _ of ttie _-
assessed n.1•, is of the salee value and the. perc:ent of the appraised . 
value by the Ooaimisaion is of ati,lej,. - / - - . -
RESULTS AND CONCWSIONS: 
"URBAN PROPERTIES APPRAISED VALUS ,by assessors compared, on -an averi:ge, 
pretty favo~bly .1'1 th ,-wraiaal •• 11&d-, . by __ the Commission i Inequi tieli' 
between individual prope;rttea i-ari•d 'f"J"()a ao~sa,t to 1~6.86%. Add,ltiosaal 
allowance over and.abovenon;u.;lap dtt ... •qiation i-esttlted in a.slight, 
difference in. one or two .. c~iJ.~ bet,._.•ll the average 1t,ppraiaed va1ue· · 
of' improvements .bT. the .;sa.-asor/~U..•fl~♦,•Mva).ue ~f the~~ 
menta. Thia wae not 11. $eri..-fQtot·,:4•~ ~ti••~ - < -- --_ -_ 
"RURAL. ~nt•·· ~"~• ~(~.,~f:~{~:,,~: in·_-~ ~~.,i ._ 
provements. __ The Appraised; ft11fi:>ti7" a..: atiessoi-,' '·when co~e<t ,t-, _.-... 
that or th• C~aaion, ranged froin 66~43% to 11~.051';. 'i'his·spr,ad 
was apparent]¥ due to two· thing•; first, an error in c1assif'icatic,sf 
of buildings, some were too high, others t-oo low, and second, failure 
on the part of the assess~ t.o pick up new and added improvements - . 
that have developed si11c~ the ,original appraisal was made._ · lndividua1 
properties ranged from 9.:25% to 182.00%. , -
"Ti'hen aSS'-9SSed value was com.pared to appraised value of improve-
ments, as made by the Com.missi·on, greater dfacrepanoi.,s were evident. 
Percentagediscounta allo,redranging as high as 30%,have resulted µi 
the average· as,4;1saed value varying from 97% to- 99%' of the appraised 
value ·as determined by the Commission. dn' both rural and urban _ -
- 26 -
improved properties,. the appraised value as determined by the Cornmis-· 
sion showed a.higher perc\!ntor the sales pi"ice than the assessed 
value showed of this figure. · · · · 
"Sales of unimproved lands indicated an average assessment 
. ranging from a low of 5.3% to 77 ~33%.. The pei-centage of asse~sment 
to sales on unimproved lands was lower in all counties than the per-
centage of assessment to sales on improved properties, both urban 
and rural. 
.. "The assessors of the ten .counties included in the suryey, with 
several commissioners from the counties, were called into a meeting 
with, the Tax Coaiasion, Monday, M~ 21. The data compiled on the 
counties was discussed in detail and each assessor and comndssione1· 
permitted an opportunity to explain. the situation in his county. The 
change necessary in each county t'o brl,.llg the assessed valuatiott, on. 
an av.erage, _up .. to the appraisec;t valuati<>n by the Commission was called 
to the a ttentiGtl or· the as•~••or ~ · · 
"Attempts will be •de to make a check in each county p:rior to 
July f'ir~t on properties inolud.ed in the survey to determine the 1956 
valuation as finally ~e by th, assessor. •. In.counties 'Where. this 
figure does not appro,ti,Diate the appraisat·rigur• by the Tax COJlllllission, 
the matter wiU be referred ~o ·t~, County Board of Equalisation prior 
to July 16, and i£ ,.atisf-actory adjustment is n,t,-t' ·maf.le, ra.cts sur• . 
roundJrig the cas, will be submitt.~d to the State Boar~ of Equalization 
in the report of the Ta,c C~srion onSept',tmber 10.:·No definite . 
recommendations ca~beprepared t~r submisa:ion to tlie Stat(t,Board 
of Equalization until after abstracts are submitted by assesitors to 
the Tax Commission. 
"Mr~ Beasley has de~lt exclusively with merchandise assessme~t-. 
He has not worked' f1tll tune due to'pommitment to La. :nate County. He 
has checked-at 1east ~_of ,.erchandise assessments~ twelve major · 
counties, pointing out to _ as~e~sor.~ gep.eralJr oYer-all low assessments 
and.particularly inequitiea exi•!&,.g·bem,en·asse,J1sments on classe1 
of propm1 and,between lndividu.af'.t~ers in ea~~ class. He has 
picked up .a great deal or value on: "OJ!d.;ted ~attessments' , and Y& 
expect 1956 abstracts to ref1ect substantial increases in merchatidiae 
assessments as a resu+t of his.~rk •. OJ.tr request.for appropriation 
sufficient to continue his,~ervioe.after 'July first was dehied. On 
one omitted assesslllent made by Mr~ Beasley, the taxes co11ected · 
amoun~ed to $15 1 200, or $2~ more than tb~. ·entire supp1emental appro-
priation. · · · 
"Our objeQtive was, is, .and will continue· to be a complete and . 
equalized assessment in all counti;st and all efforts rill be. dJ,rec~ 
to that end. 1957 will fi~ a large number of counties appqing de1.·-
preciation following instruotions .. in the :Manual that depreciation ia 
to be allowed at teflst eyery five:years •. The values resulting trom 
reappraisal were,. first put on the tax rolls in 19_52, ao 1957 will find, 
the greatest percentage of counties apPlying depreciation. Some few 
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/ ' -•, ' 
depreciation, or wi U ~p1y it in 1956. ·· This rac t must be consi.ctered 
in comparing ratios or·assessed values to sales in counties. 
• • I . • 
· ••suggeJtions and instructions to assessors ·applying depreciation 
in their countiee emphasize, firet, a11bttildin.ga depreciated dm,n to 
4Cl% shall be inspected,·and a.nt'addtional a11owance .;u,tified before 
being_ ~low,d. Second, careful check .shall be. made on alt bui1di1:1g1 
for additions· and modernization which ·shall be considered i~ new value 
of building before ~llowance ror depreoi•tion. Third, all lots and 
.lands not included in agricultural landa of the county shall be re-
... valued' and new value of approximately 35% of average current selling 
price in area where land is located shall be new value of liilds. Xn 
many counties, this review will result in an iAcNaae of':over•al.l 
value. · 
"A point of interest might be tha,t ~b: of' the northeastern counties 
in.eluded in our survey were among those in.which the A B·'& Q Railroad 
Company conducted a sales ratio stud;y for 1955. The ~ercentages sbown 
in the railroad study in no case coincided with those 'determined by 
our men for the same period, and in some instances varied as much as 
46%. This •~phasizes the fact that while sales ratios are a necessary 
factor in any study and are indicative of trends, they :-cannot be 
re1ied upon entirely in establishing values~ 
"Opinions seem to be that the most eftective way to have,equali~ 
zation in distribution otschool f'unds is to have an equalized assess-
ment or all pl"operties betweeir counties. Obviously, before this· can 
.be accomplished, equalization and µniformity of assessments within 
· counties must be rea1ized. · · 
"Enactment of legislation to provide . the foll~ng would do much 
to acco111.:plish the objep~ivei 
1. Change asse~SJl'lent ~ta to January 1. 
2. Require all 11erchanta andmanuf'acturers to'file with asses-
sor opening artd closii,,g inventory, gross sales, ·· cost or goode 
. sold and depreciation · scheduie as shown on curre11t year' e 
income tax report. ' · · 
.. . 
a.· Clarification and.fixation of' respt>nalbilitiea for '°ssesaing 
and collecting _,'-"f 9!¼; b:~!~ trailers • $25 to $so,ooo,ooo in 
valuation is escaping taxation.in:part or entirei,·under 
present setup~ · 
4. Provide for entire assessment of oil and gas to be ma.de 
aga:lnat producer, rather than to 1'11Ultip1e royalty interest 
holders. · · · · 
5. Provide that one 11";Y sufficient to take care of a~ ?.l!i'!', 
sta~ding bond issues, existing after cons<>!iclation of · 
taxing districts, be applied to total valuation of taxing 
district. · · 
- 2G -
"These last two would not affect assessed valuations but would 
greatly lessen detail wol"k ih the $&Sessor' s office in so111e counties·, 
thereby allowing more time to appraisal of properties, , .· ' · . 
"The last. comments are more or les.s general information but may 
be of some benefit in givinJ a better overall picture of the situation~" 
Research 
On the following pages are reproduced the major res~~rch work completed 
by the full Committee on F.ducation during 1956. In addition, there were two 
research documents completed which were too voluminous to be reproduced in 
this report. 
In order toprovide an indication of the nature of information included 
in each of these studies, a'"sample" .sheet from each study, listed as Research 
Documents No. 1 and 2, is inco~porated a.8 a part of this report. Copies of the 
c.omplete studies are avaiiable. for re,ference in the office of the Legislative 
I 
Council, Room 341, State Capitol. Fo11owing is a list of the research.material 
· contained herein and a stat8JIJ8nt as to the reason why such a study was made. 
> • ,,. ' i' ·, , 
The reports and research of the subconmittees are contained ln Part !V. 
Research Document No. 1 - Comparative Ana1ysis1 of State Aid Payments 
· ,. Under the Present School Tinance Aot (Senate Bill /f7) and the 
,froposed School F,:umdation Act (Senate' Bill #Z, 19,5$). · · 
' . ' .~ . . ' . . ' ; . ' . -- . , ' \ 
Senate Bill #2, ( 1956), which embodied the main principles rec om- · 
mended in 1955 by the Committee on Education, ·was rejected during 
.. the 1956 leg:islatiTe session. The. committee requested this analy-
sis, using actual dat.a for the 1955;_55 school year, in order to 
detcmnine what w~akn8$ses, if,ai\l'~ existed in th~ committee's 
proposals • - · · ' · 
Research Document No. 2 - Contparative Information on Enrollments, 
Teachers, and School Finance, by District and by. County, 1954•55 
School Year. · · 
The purpose of this study was to develop a COlllpNh~neive picture 
of public school educat.fon as i.t exists today .in Coiorad.o, and 
·· to analyze' "average practice'' vi.th respect .to. elassroom unit ·ex--
penditures, pupil-teacher ratios, teacher-administrator ratios, 
































Research Document No. 3 - Analysis of Pupil-Teacher Ratios J.n Colorado 
fflgh Schools, 1955~56 School Year. 
Previous research of the committee indicated that one of the 
111ajor problems encountered in developing a foundation program 
was that of making adequate provision for the "small high school". 
A single-step pupil-teacher ratio which is realistic aparently 
does not provide sufficient classroom units to districts having 
high schools with fewer than 150 pupils. This study was.under-
taken to determine average pupil-teacher ratios in the various 
sized high schools of the state. 
Research Document No. 4 - Analysis of the Sparsity Factor. 
Because of the general lack of information concerning the use 
and effects of the "sparsity" factor contained in the School 
Finance Act, this study was made to determine its financial ef-
fect upon school districts and its relationship to transportation 
costs. Since the belief is commonly held that the sparsity 
factor was incorporated in the school finance act as an allow-
ance for transportation expenditures of school districts, emphasis 
is given in this study to the relationship of sparsity benefits 
and transportation expenditures. 
Research Document No. 5 - Use of Current School Year Attendance in 
Distributing State Aid. 
The existing school finance law in Colorado provides for .the 
distribution of state aid to school districts on the basis of 
the previous school year's attendance data, which works a hard-
ship on those districts experiencing rapid enrollment increases. 
The committee asked the research staff to study the school finance 
legislation of other states to determine how they have solved 
this problem. This study reports on the methods used in eighteen 
states which presently are using current attendance data to dis-
tribute state aid. 
At its May 23 meeting, the committee requested the research staff to check 
on the current status of efforts of the county commissioners in Adams, Arapahoe, 
and Jefferson counties to assess a "move-in fee". This fee was being assessed 
to take the place of ad valorem taxes during the period between the occupancy 
of a home and its being placed on the tax rolls. Memoranda on the follow-up 






RESEARCH DOCUMENT NO. 1 
Comparative Ana]¥1i1.of State Aid Payments 
Under the Present School Finance Aot 
and the Propo••d ,School 
F®ndation Act. 
(Sample sheeta;-taken from coaplete study) 
August, 1956 
SAMPLE SHEET OF. CALCULATIONS 
for 
TABIE I 























AcrO"reua.te Days of Attendance 
.. 
Unweighted ~eighted Difference 
88,388.0 · 88,388.0 
2,935.0 5,870.0 2,935.0 
86,654.5 86,654.5 
571,864.5 571,864.5 .. 
1,160.5 .· 2,321.0 1,160.5 
2,924.0 4,386.0 1,462.0 
2,448.0 3,060.0 · 612.0 
26,137.5 26,137.5 
3,091.3 5,409.8 2,318.5 
352,921.5 352,921.5 





4,190.5 6,285.8 2,095.3 
1,687,800.0 1,699,476.1 11,675-~3 
Classroom Units #7 . 
Calcu- Employed Used 
lated Grad. Non- Grad. 'Non-
grad. grad. 
25.2 24 15.0 24.0 1.2 
2.2 2.0 2.0 
24.8 13 14.7 13 •. 0 11.8 
159.2 186 19.0 159.2 
1.1 
1.8 2.0 1.8 
1.3 1.0 1.0 
7.9 1 5.0 1.0 5.0 
2.1 2 2.0 
~8.6 79 . 20.0 79.0 19.6 
1.4 1.0 1.0 
131.4 117 33.0 117.0 14.4 
2.6 3.0 2.6 
9.9 11 2.0 9.9 
9.3 7 3.0 1.0 2.3 
2.3 1 2.0 1.0 1.3-
., 
481.1 441 122.7 413.1 64.0 
-
Classroom Units #2 Classroom Unit Values 
Calcu- .. Used 
lated Grad • .Non- S.B .. ·#7 S.B. #2 
grad 
.. 21.2 21.2 $ 75,240 $ 110,240 
1.1 1.1 5,400 4,950 
20.8 13-.0 - 7 .8 70,860 102,700 
133.7· 133.7 . 4'17,600 695,240 
1.0 . 
1.1 1.1 4- 860 · . , . 4,950 
:1.0 1.0 2,700 4,500 
. 6.8 1.0 5.0 16,500 27,700 
1.2 1·.2 6,000 6,240 
82~8 79~0 3.8 289;920 427,900 
1.0 1.0 2,700 4,500 
110.2 U0.2 389,880 573.040 
2.3 2.3 7,020 10,350 
8.5 8.5 2?;100 44,200 
8.0 7.0 1.0 27,210 40,900 
1.4 1.0 0.4 6,510 7,000 
402.1 375.8 24.5 $1,412,100 $2,064,410 
·"' .. ' • , ... A a . . ' ~ ~ · \ 'I • .. ,.,_ r l \ f. ,J ,~ t , I- . . . • ' . . . .. . ...• ~ . .. i t f . ~, .l. ~ • ' • ' . '- .. .. " .... Ir --~ ' \ ii, ~ ~ 1t- ... • ' . . . ., .. • "'' y . 
I'"~,········~:~-··---;··--_; , . ..,, ,. , ) \'\ , 1~ ? 17·~ ;, * · . --• , ~- 1 •: ·• f . !" -~ 7! ½ • ·~-, i. 11 ~ '·~ f ~- ; ·:ll J 
w 
w 
SAHPIB smmT OF ~ULlTIONS ,~ 
TABL& I-A. 




A • .D • .&.-: - ... , .•. -:hilr_--_• ;·-- ,~--ra ___ •-l'otalrtcJt._or-· 
ttelldance -,~, - _ .~
ou11_1ct·. •'6t· 1t~I Pot. ot l~ot~ ,Pct .. ot ._ 






.•• 388;.() 81.f~J . ~:-,_~:6:i - 25~2,-_- •• · · 
Ji:E!:i~:! ·ia . i::: <1! 
., 1,1~~, . ··~' . -- -- 1 .. 1 
21.;21 · . ..-- , zs.21 ·--~• ., 21.2, ~M$ . .1..1 O!• , 2.0 1.00,S - .. 1~1 _ ·• 
:J::; . : == ·• J::;. ==. i::: .- _:: 
1.0 -







-. ·· t_..o · -:<i~to. _ 2 .. 0 
·•_ -~~ 0 . -.,. ... ,... . . . . :-.,, A .. 
........... • ..,.,..,.., ·- • .&i.V 
_ n<ffl.s · -. 15f~> • &~o , . . - . . .. . . 
iott a - ;u.o · >z· 
I _ .• ._ :-_" _ .. _. _ : .. _ .0 
as2,111 .. s 2' •• ou~•- •- -_,.;o -
;~::,;~~ ' .,~ 
,~~aoa.o - J.Nij• _- -- ·u.o 
·11~.o --.•• -lL · _;10~0 . -•,u.o~•--- ·. -_ ~~- . _,.:_~,.o 
_ .. -. . 
1.8,- ~-~3 ._ 1 ... 
Jii:i 
1~4 1 •• -
181.4; ~- .. 2~-, .. . w,J . 
9.9 · .ti¥ _ 
9.$ .••• 
·2.a .11'$• 
fotal - J1,~,eoo;a r,~,u~-~ ;Jrsu~, . 1'81.1 
1.11 .. • t.& 1.oe,-
a ____ ._ a_· ·_:_ 1_ ._ uJ_··-_ ,· 1..a .-.~-
'82.;$ ... 
1.~ 
.2·1 · ~731· 
:::_· __ ·_<=~1_· a.o .. , _ _,. 
. 1., . -~ 
·.i 
1.1.a· .· _--~-
C•:_ .. l.' . •. L_ 
-___ • a.o ·_ 1.~_, _ 
!~O 1.QCd 
-~6 1 •• 
--1.11· ... ..s.- .· 
. •_:·_~:_• .. ;;_·•---
1-2 ·.~ · 
82.8 _· -~ 
t.o i.O()J . 1.0 1.~ 
.81A • · .88j - llb.2 · .Td 
- 2.8 • .,,. · - ·,·i.8' - ~.,,, 
9.9 .'18$, 8.S -~~ 
-9.3 ..m - . 8.0 • ~- · 
. 2.a . .. ~ ~- -1., ~,.,. _ 

















J. 29 29~699 
J •. 31· fl,209 




SAMPLE SHEET OF QALCULATIONS 
for 
TABLE II 
(Research Document No. l) 
....,.,.,.~...,._-...-'""!Ef.._f.,.o __ rt...-.....,.. ________ -+ Effort /12 State Aid 
Dist. County Tota1 (11½ mills Ag.D.A. Equali-
(7 mills_) (4½ mills) · _Payment zation 
Total 
110,_240 $ 66,693 $ 1,861,627 $ 4,807,698'' $ 48,547 $ 1;829,708 $ 8,547 $ 26,844.08 
4;95Q 28,1;)40 61,817 2,822,225 . . 2,150 60,757 . 607 .57 
102,700 . 62,469 1,825,116 4,421,809 45,266 1,793,823 . 8",391 26,329.23 
695,240 . .- 313,266 12:,044,603 19,282,0!2 306,787 11,838,091 '· 164,334 282,71.4.91 
. 4,984 24,442 413,970 . . 24,022 . 240~22 
4,950 4~146 
4 500 •·· .. • · 2,6§6 
. ·' .. , 
27,700· ·-16,774 
61.,585 · 358,010 
51;560 . 21.7,994 
sso.;sos 1,12s, sot 
2,150 
l,.~24 
12·222 , . 
60,529 · 714 1,319.29 
50,675 4 510.75 
541,069" 5,410.69 
State Aid #2 









6,24& 7,168 65,109 . 651,735- · 2',716 
188,757 
· ·. 63,993 - 639.93 · 3,524 




. ' ... ·« 200 
0!imo · 
7·,000 
10.,092 45,999 9S.,212 . 1,92 .. 
188 ,,~ 9·, 916,921 8,956,843 252 ,~8 
7,384 · 148,592 ~$,855 4,52"1 
20,1• • 7q:>~692 · 1,ass,s3~ · i.s,364 
16,"690 . ees,sso 1,oc:s;ass 1w,OM 
a,204 aa.~~ · 1s2,109 : 2,ssi 
,7,305.781 
7,863 





112,351 185,408.81 239,143 
78.63 2,576 
201,142 298,610.90 320,232 
1,460.46 5,823 
9,2'!.2 16,208.00 24,836 
10,'756 - 17,275.95 22,896 
867.49 4,1~-8 
Total· $1,412,097 $2,064,.19 · $936;j,s $35,548,404'' $Sij,08$,365 : i $~W,P08 .,901,591 $Sl5,5U ~64,526.91 
""' ' -_ _; •. _- ' . • ', s' ~ .. ' , ' ' 
$1,154,402 
'. ,.. . 
'➔_ i .-9 
. ! /. • • .. I 
,, "' '/[I • 
Adams County-1955-56 
Em.pl. Teachers-
SAMPLE SHEET OF CALCULATIONS 
for 
TABLE Ill 
.(Research Document_ No, 1) 
Analysis or Exces~ Growth Factor 
Exe. Growt Used C.R.U.'s Non-used 
School Calculated -· C.R.U.' s wt C.R.tr. 's 
District Grad~ Non- ,c.a.u. 's (1954 over Non- before 
grad. 1953) grad;.. growth 
1 24 15.o· 21.2 4.1 21.2 
5 2.0. ·.·.. 1.1 r.1 
12 13 14 .. --·· ~:: 10.2 13.0 '1 .8 19.0 20.9 133.7 --· 14 186 
17 , _, -· · a..o 1.0 
22 z~• 1.1 .1 1.1 
23 1...0 1.0 .1 1.0 
24 1 5.0 6.8 .a 1.0· s.o .a 
26 2 1.2 1.2 
'ZT 79 ::::,20.0 - 82.8 2.0 79.0 3.8 
37 1.0 1.0 1~0 
50 117 33..0, _:,,U,,~2 16.3 U.0.2 
62 3.0 1.3 -- .2 - 2.3 
J._~9 11 2.:Q 8.5 .2 8.s 
J. 31 1 3.0 .8.0. .2 7.0 1.0 
J. 55 1 2~& 1., 1.0 .4 




Grad~ Non- Valu• 
grad. 
2.8 1.3 $ 20,410 





- 2.0 9,000 




30.T 20.2 4.2 $250.,.540 
I 
RESEARCH DOCUMENT NO. 2 
Comparative Information, on Enrollllenta, 
Teachers., and Scho~l Fina.Ace, · · 
by County and by·:District1 
1954~55 Sch~l Tear. 
(Smmnaey tables and sample county ahaet) 

















E X P L A N A T I O N 
~se: This report _was prepared to provide the Legislative Council 
Cottee on Education with comparative information on enrollments, 
teachers, current operating expenditures and-levies of Colorado Khool 
districts. 
Source:_ The data for this report were taken from audited Annual Reports 
of the County Superintendent of· Schools_ to the State·commissioner of 
Education (Form CS-1 Rev.). The 1954-55 school year was used as this.is 
the latest year for which coinplete and accurate data are available. 
Information on school district levies was taken from the Forty-third 
Annual Report of the· Colorado Ta:x Commission ( 1954). The Co~ty Public• 
School Fund Levy or 4. 5 mills is .-~ shown in this report. 
Limitations! (1) County totals may not always confonn to the county • 
totals in other simiiar reports, since the data for joint school districts· 
were shown in the "headquarters" cotm.ties only. 
( 2) In some·. instances 1 school districts held school for less than a fulJ..__ 
school term. Data for these districts were not shown if they did not 
renect proJJ~tional costs. · 
. . 
(3) "Certificated Personttel" reflects the number of teachers employed· 
onlyj no adjustment could be made for those teachers who were employed 
on a part-time basis. To this extent, the data in colwnns 15 .and 16 
are invalid, · 
(4) Because of the dissolution of school districts during the school 
·year and the transfer-of this assessed valuation to other school districts, 
the data in Column 17 will not a1V&l's coincide ..-d..th those in the Tax 
Commission report. · 
(5) Since no data' were shown on those distr-icts transporting to other 
school districts and because. there was no. way of determining to which 
districts- the children were· transported, ·trans;artation __ expenditur.es of . 
non-operating districts were necessarily omitt from this study·. · -
(6) The reader is cautioned against using the totals of columns 10 and 11 
to determine teacher-administrator ratios, because of the large number 
or one-, two-, · a.n.d three-teacher school districts that do not employ · 
administr_ative personnel.- · 
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H,I G 11 LIGHTS 
Enrollments: 
fhe total average daily attendance for all public schools in Colorado (kinder-
garten through grade twelve), for the 1954-55 school year was 258,974. 
Of the 755 operating school districts in 1954-55, ,229 school districts--(over 30 
per cent) employed only one teacher. These 229 districts had an average daily 
attendance of 2,237 or less than .1 per cani of the total state A.D.A. · . 
An additional 122 school.districts (16 per cent) employed only two teachers and 
enrolled only 1.3 per oent of the total stat• A~D.A. Thus, in 1954-55, 46 per 
cent of all Colorado school districts· !!Ployed two or less. tcraciiera. . · · · . 
There were onl.v 47 school districts eJBp:loying more thati 35 teachers. ':rhese 47 
districts enrolled approximately 74 per cent of tt\e public school children. 
. ll 
Classroom Unit·Expenditurea1 
The highest average classroom unit expenditure (county level) was $7,382 (Rio 
Blanco); the lowest average c.a.u; expenditure was $3,828 (Conejos). Excluding 
· transportat.ion expendituru, the highNt average C.R.u •. u:penditure was. $'7,-047. 
(Denver), and the lowest was fa,590 (Conejos). · . .· . 
Foilowing are the low, high, and average current expenditures per teacher for 
the 1954-55 school year,. including U<l·. excluding transportation costs: · 
U>W 
Average. including trans. costs • • • • • • • $2,132 




The average current expenditure per teacher (including transportation coat,) 
for "o~e-teacher" school districts was $4,109; the.average for "two-teacher" 
school districts was ·$4,421. · 
Approximately 
I 
one-fourth .(·26 per .. cent) of the teachers.~ employed in -school 
districts that expended $6,400 or more per teacher; fewer tha.n seven per cent 
were eJDployed by districts spending $3,900 or less per teacher. .· 
) .__ . , 
Expenditures Per A.D.A. 
Current expenditures per A.Du~ •. ranged f:roa a low of $142 (Montezuma) to· a high 
of $2,771 (Bent) •. The average expenditure per A.D.A. for .. the state was $280. 
Excluding transportation costs, the state average was $268. 
_A total of 483 school district• reported expe~itures .tor -transportation in 1954-55. . 
The highest transportation expenditure per A.D .. A. vaa $95'7.J.Huertano); the lowest 













In 1954-55, the average "pup:U-teacher :ratiQ" for all school districts was ,20.2 
' to L The highest average coW1t~ pupi1-teaoher ratio. :was 23.7 to L (Jefferao~)J 
the lowest average county pupil- eaoher ratio was U.3 .to .1 ,(Gilpin).. -· · 
, ''' . ~ ' ' ' ' .. . .. , '·. 
f I 
The median state pupil~teacher ratio calculated on the basis ot .A.D.A. · is 21.2 . 
to lJ the median calculated on the basis or' number ot districts is 01\ly 14.6 
to 1. The following medians were calculated on the basis of nWllber of districts. 




11 - 20 
21 - 35 
over 35 








Following is the averafe ratio of teachers, per non-teacher, according to tn,e 




Co. H.S • 
Union H.S • 
. . bclucting Districts with .. · · 
A11Districte 1lo Non-Teachii':.Personne1 
13 .3 to i. . . • • , -• • . . .. 13. 2 o 1 
14.8 to 1. • •••• ·• • • 13.1 to 1 
41.3 to 1. • • • • • • • • 9.3 to 1 
10 .4 to 1 • • • • • • . • • • 7 .8 to 1 
8.1 to 1. • • • • • • • • ~.o to 1 
Foliowing is the average ratio of teachers per non-teacher in firet cla1s di'e-
tricta, anal3Nd by number· ot teach.rt employeds . 
"' ' . 
Leas than 40 te-.ohers ••••• 17.8 to 1 
. ·41 to 80 " · ••••• 10.8.tol 
81 to 120 " • • • • • 13 .1 to 1 
121 to 500 tt • • • • • 12.3 to 1 
over 500 " ••••• 14.0 to 1 
Assessed Valuation: 
The'•average _assessed v,aluation per A.D.A. in 1954-55 was $10,457. The range in 
aasesaed·valuation per A.D.A. wa, ~• $1,275 (Diatrict#13, Conejos) to $669 1765 
(District #93, Logan). In other words• the richest district had 625 t.imes more 
taxable wealth per child than the poorest district. 
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Prequenc7 Diatribution of &.D.A. per Teacher Accord1n1 to the Huillber:ot Districts and Number or Teachers per District, with Tota,1 &.D.A. tor Each Cl.ass In.terval 
l Teacherll: 2 Teacher 3 to 10 Teacher 11 to 20 l'eacber 21 to .35 Teacher 36 Teachers Total 
A.D.A. Per Teacher , ~ .... , \,t_ .. -_. A♦- s..a...,,.1 \4 ,J,..Jt .J.- Srihnol lli •tricta S-.hnt'll ~ . ~ JiL.&.AA,, '\4 ~-At• and O..r ·-No. of A.D.A. Jfo. 0.1 A.D.A. No. oJ . A.D.A. No.' ol A.D.A. lfo. OJ A.D.A. Ifo. Ol - A.D...A. !fo. o:r A.D.A. 
Dist. Dist. Dist. Dut. Di.at.. Di.at. - Diat. 
Lealf than 4.0 'ZI 80.9 l 3.5 28 84.4 
4.0 - - - 4.9 l2 54.9 l2 54.9 
5.0 - - - 5.9 18 97.1 l - 11.8 2 ,32.0 21 140.9 
6.0 - - - 6.9 16 ~-8 l 12.5 l 40.0 18 158-3 7.0 - - - 7.9 18 l .l 2 30.7 2 47.3 22 214.1 
8.o - - - s.9 ].6 )J6.2 7 119-9 5 242.4 28 498.5 
9.0 - - - 9.9 23 219.3 8 148.8 l0 460.0 l 107.5 42 935.6 
10.0 - - 10.9 15 159.0 l4 294.4 lO 665.3 l .193.5 40 1,312.2 
u.o - - 11.9 l8 205.9 13 29,.6 9 674.7 3 ''485.0 43 1,661..2 
12.0 - - 12.9 l2. 150.3 8 '2a).7 20 1,374.3 2' .·336,.4 2 - 723.9 44 2,785.6 
13.0 - - 13.9 l2 16i.4 6 164..5 l'9 l,541.,3 "I J.,396.0 l - 28S.2 4S 3,548.4 
14.0 - - 14.9 7 -lOl.J 10 285~"/ 25 1,815.2 l4' ~,t8-4 l 449~7 2 1,.445~8 -. 59 7,096.1 
15.0 - - J.5.9 10 1').8 11 )36.0 26 2;018.0 8 1;12,6.0 3 1.153.s l 583.2 S9. 5,970.5 16.o,- - 16.9 5 · ' v 82~3 9 296.4, 24 1.892.2 J.6 · 1,995.6, 6 2,566.0 
' 
5$' -- a,832.5 
11.0 - - 11.9 10· :1r,.4 s -_m.s 16 r,637.S 15 .3,868.3 2 985.2 ., .. 41: '- 4,837.9 •-
18.0 - - 18.9 2 36.8 7 256.7 20 1,922.6 6 1,780.0 7 3,2<X>.7 2 3,1,04;6. 44 10,601..4 
19.0 - - 19.9 l 19.6 6 232.5 l0 1,354.2 11 '"3,025.8 · 6 2,990.8 6 10,918.0 40 18,540.9 20.0 - -... 20.9 l 20.9 7 286.l 8 
,, 
'718.8 4 1,353.3, 3 1,637.1 7 13,091.6 30 17,107.8 21.Q - - 21°9 2 43.5 4 17]..9 - 9 910.7 3 1,065.4 11 84,Ul.8 29 86,333.3 22.0 - - 22.9 l 22.0_ l 44-"8 2 l~l l 408.0 4 2,282.0 ,5 12,036.4 14 14,945-3 
'--
23.0 - - 23.9 l 23-4 l 47.2 l '1J7.4 l 381,.8 9 30,671.3 l3 31,297.1 24.0 - - 24-9 l. 24-7 2· 270.1 2 1,272.4 3 24,-555.9 8 26,123.1 
25.0 - - 25.9 4 479.3 l ,>a.a l 11,702.1 6 12,689.4 26.o - - 26.9 l 26.o l 364.2 l 684.8 3 1,075.0 27.0 - - 'Z{.9 l. SL.l l Bl..l 
Total 229 2,236.6 122 13,411.2 224 18,436.5 95 23,993.2 38 l8,23l.3 47 l92,5J.6.7 755 2,s,925.5 
--.-- ---·---·--•--





/ ~ ) ~ ~ • .. 
OarNatllrpenH 
per Teacher 






·. 14,20l-44,500 LS 
14,S01--t4,800 17 
'4,801-tS,200 l6 s,,201--t,,soo 4 
t5,SQl.~,800, .4 
t5;80l-t6,;LOO . 4 
16 ,lOl ,i.f'IJ 4 
0nr 16,400 17 - 1~ Av~ Our. lxp. 
per Teacher 
Graad. Aftl"a&e 
Car. lip. per Teawr 
x;r: ~ r.~ ~ · 1:; -,-, ~ .,. ~ J ~ i ' )t , ' ~.. 't • . 't ~ 
..,......,, . 
' ~·.;~ f 7 " 
;f .,. ' ",.. •• f • 
Prequenc7 Distribution o! Total Currant lzpenditm,,ta Per Taacherit Accordins to tb• lumber ot School Diatricta 
and llumbel' ot Taachan lq,lored in Each Diatrict,. nth the Average Current hpenditares tor Bach Clue Intenal. 
Totals 
. lfo. 0 Av. Cur. &qi • 
Dist. per Teacher 
12,241 l 12,688 22 12,261. 
2,810 3 2,692 3 12,882 24 I. 2,876 
3.,144 l2 ),170 7 3,171 l 13,272 48 3,176 
),481; ·21 3,473 20 3,432 72 3,451 
3,742 22 3,74/, 17 3,749 4 0,8.1.7 4 3,711 2 13,846 78 3,765-
4,063. 10 4,~ ,, 21. 4,024 4 4~069 9 4,074 4 4,U9 69 4,072 4,334 7 4, l2 4,372 15 4,'Yl4 17 4,292 ' ·4:,275 4 $4,390 73 4,344 4,6n 9 4:,690 u 4,684 8 4~741 19 4,626 6 4,'121 10 4,615 80 4,639 4,953 9 4:,948 25 4,98S 11 4,975 12 s,001 u s.070 10 . 4,931 94 4,979 
5,433 6 5,361 11 5,283 8 S,31.4 11 5,348 '.· S,265 10 5,400 53 5,383 
5,:! 3 S:,S69 6 ,,622 4 · 5,688 7 5,669 1 5,602 6 5,610 31 5,617 5,9/t 4 5:,948 7 5;920 l 6,026 8 5,932 1 '·°'' 2 5,945 29 5,951. 6,j26 4 6:,2,0 ' ' 6:,20L 4 6~277 1 6:,3SS 3 6;234 3 6,:1:/4 24 6,270 7,985 ll 7,2'4 11 ·7,168 9 6,799 6 7,977 2 6,'13 2 7,112 58 7,140 
122' 156 68 95 38 47 755 
t4,109 14,421 '4,758 .,.us 15,003 ,,.an 15,982 
·t~.,6'1 





lo. of School: ~eta and .l.D.A 
.lccordilJB to lamber ot T~ lmpl,oJed 
Sm ot School l>ist. 
· 1'~. s.n. 
·2··~ S.D •... .. ►;LO ~- S.D. 
ll'--20 'l'eacb. S.D. 
zj..,..35 '?tlttcb. 's.u. 
°"1" )5 '-oh. S.D. 
. TQtal, State 





















llfo. of School Districts and,A.D.A • 
.lccmd!Dt to "A.D.4. per '?ea.&her" • 
.l.D,A. Per Teacher 
Lees than 4;,o 28 3.7. 84.4 
4~0 - - - 4~9 12 1;6 5-~· S4.9 139.3 ; ,.o --- ,.9 21. 2.8 8.1 1.40.9 .• 280.2 
6.0 - - - 6~9 l8 2.3 ,10.4 1,s.3 439.5 
7.0 - - -1.9 22 2.9 :13-3 214.1. 6,:2.6 
~.o - .. · .. a;.9 28 ,~1 17.0 498., l,151.l ,~o --~ 9;9 '2 ,.6 22.6 · 935.6 2,086.7 
10.0 - • 10.9 40 s., 27.9 l.,,U.2 3,398.9 
u.o -- ll.9 0 ,.1 ».6 l.,661..2 5,060.1 
l,2.0 - - 12.9 44 s.a 39.4 2,785.6 7,845,7 
13~0 ..;._ 13~9 41' 6.o 45~4 3,548,4 U,394,l 
u.d ..:- 14.9 '9· 7~8 '3.2 7,096;,1. · 18,490,2 
l.S.0 - ..... 1,~, ,, 7,8 61..0 .5,9'70.5 24,460.7 
16.0 - - •· 16-.'1 '8'· ?:.7 · 68;,7 8:,832..5 33,293.2 
:11~0 - :.. 17.9 48. 6-4 7;-.1 6,837.9 40,131.1 
18~0 - - 18,9. u ,.a 80.9 10.,601..4 . so~m.5 
19,0 - ... 19~9 ·40 5.3 86.2 18,'4,0.9 , 69,273.4 
20;,o- - 20.9 30 4.0 90.2 I.7,107.8 86,381..2 
21.;0 - - 21.~9 29. 3.a 94.0 86,m., 172,714,5 
~.o -- 22.9 14 1.9 . 9S,9 ·. 14,94',3 187,6'9.8 
~.-" 23.9·,· W.6 . 31;297~1 218,956.9 23.0--· 13 l.7 
24.0 - - 24.9 8 l.l 98.7 . 26;123.l 245;080.0 
25.0 - - 25~9 6 0.8 99.,: 12,689.4 2S'T,769.4 
26.0- - ; 2',.;.9- 3 0.4 99~9 l,075.0 2,S,8'4.4 
21~0 -- :t:1~9 l 0.1 oo.o. 11...l 2,s,112,., 
total.,:. stat.. ' "'· .o . 258,925.5 
Med1u &J" ~) ~-Teacher Batf.o. 14A.-1 
.JlecUaa t:ir,AJ>.'.A.) .· < • · • .· • 21..2 -l state........ . . . . 20.2 - l 
ot Cumu1a-





















12.09 · 84.'6 
10.09 94.65 
4. 99.n 
o • . 99-'Tl 















































































' . .Ir. .~ 
larol.l.mat 'l'..+...l 
9-12 Totai 1.D.A. 
(4) (.5) (6) 
1,882 ID:,3'76 9,.u,0.3 
.524 2.080 l,960~0 
3,101. 11,838 16,664.7 
lll 624 -~2 
)60 1,489 1 .. 401.s 
m l,685 1,571.7 
2.,2.52 9,Ql.2 8;497.5 
m 1,379 l,325-4 
196 625 607.2 
133 m ,03.6 
556 2,484 2,399.5 
24B l:,444 l,2CJJ,.2 
246 l,Ql.6 1,006.0 
76 'Z'/3 267.0 
l,042 3.499 3,308.6 
15,283 7.5,477 63,3a'/.O 
82 495 446.9 
21.6 863 830.0 
246 984 930.9 
221 7SL 744.a 
3,327 17,607 16,.552-9 
IL.5 3,190 2,991..6 
661. 2,523 2,325.6 
l,tJ 140 135.9 
199 881 828.2 
t. 
SUMMARY BY ~OUKTY 
,_,, •- C.-+. Ila,- I n I "l'n+.-1 r ... .,♦,. - -
Trana. °'1l'. l:lp. Total. Teach. Ion-teach. Total. 
Lea T.rana. Cur~ lb:p. 
(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) 
t 12.23 122,.61 123.5.84 /JI 26 463 
11~53 a:33~6.5 24.5.18 99 8 la'/ 
3/T4 212..16 21.5.90 672 S2 724 
22~'10 289~ ~~ 3.5 3 38 
44.05. ZT'J.Z, 31?.32 92 .5 ,,, , 
20.46 ~j! 284~S'7 82 6 88 5~68 268.3() 379 32 411 
13~40 211.64 22.5.04 ,e 3 61 
1Q4.46 383~7]. us.11 42 4 46 
.5-47 284.48 289.9.5 29 l 30 
12.62 189.99 202.61 124 3 1ff 18.53 21.6.7' 23.5.28 63 4 
22.06 259.64 2Sl.'10 59 4 63 
57.07 248.35 30.5.42 17 l 18 
23.31 252.28 %1.5-S9 15.5 ll J.66 
2.54 328.47 331.01 2,743 208 2,951 
26.54 'Z'/2.40 298-94 28 l 29 
39.05 267.92 ~-"' 50 2 52 )2.39 'J{Yl.ffl 342.36 66 l 67 
62..27 304.69 366.96 46 3 49 
8.S9 242.,, 2.51.09 661. 43 704 
14.,44. 2,0.3]. 264.7' 146 12 158 
20.'J'{ 265.84 286.U 125 l0 ·135 
.40.91 Q.8.32 4'9-29 11 ·l 12 
13.25 343.19 356.,44. 56 3 S9 
A.na ____ ,,.._ ,,,._ ... ~ p ... /!_l> . - v.-,--... ~--
Includ'lng B-=lnd:lng Bzcl:a!H ng Total l Total. Per A.D.A. Ion-teach. lcm-teadt. Trana. 
(13) (14} (15) (16) ! (17) (18) 
20.3 21.S 14.~~84 t4,793.46 l • 72,0ll,47.5 t 7,652 18~3 1.9;a 4.i2'19~96 4,491-19 15,.099, 9.52 7,704 
23~0 24~8 4,883~33 4,969.48 131,538,4.51 1,893 
IJ;3 16~7 4.i.V.?;88 4,796.Jl 4,852,640 8;32]. u., 1.5.3 3,968~'92 4,608.65 19,278,257 13,684 
17~9 19.2 4/117~11 5,082.54' U,845,711 9,44.6 
-20~7 ~4 5;429.74 5,547.19 ! 90,732,966 10,678 
21..1 22., 4;.'98~46 4,889.65 I lJ,271,710 lD,013 
13~2 14.5 .5,664~92 6,443.ac ! 15,234,3.50 25,090 
-16-.8 17.4 4,775.43 4,867.32 I 5~557,700 11,036 
I 
18.9 19.4 3,589.58 · 
i 9,9'71,651 4,156 J,828 . .09 , 
19.3 20., 4;177.22 4,534.29 : 5,498,445 .4,258 
16.0 17.1 4,146.02 4,498.Jl I 7,568,895 7,524 
14.a l.5~7 3,683.86 4,530-36 I 3,338,001 l2,S02 
19.9 21..3 5,-028.26 5,492.86 · 21,615,845 6,533 
21..5 23.l 1,046.so. 7,101.07 929,494,610 14,682 
15-4 16.0 4;,lffl .80 4,606.76 4,055,990 9,076 
16.0 16.6 4:,276.38 4,899.74 12,460,614 15,013 
13.9 U..l 4-,~.67 4,756.75 12,110,816 lJ,018 
1.5.2 16.2. 4,63L.3l 5,577.BJ ll,7l3,ll5 15, '72? 
23-5 25.0 5,'101.68 5,903.75 127,7.5l,4'J'l 1,'T!B 
J.8.9 20., 4.'139.IJ) 5,012.89 24,320,210 8;129 
17.2 l.8.6 4,S'79.'3 4,933-95 23,622,120 10,157 
u.3 12.4 4-,m.u 5,201.43 2,641.,940 19,440 
14.0 U..8 4,81.7-44. 5,003.)9 10,519,990 12,702 
StrKllAilY BY C0trlfTY (C0HT 1 D) 
'fotal 
County lfo. 1.D.A. Total Per A.D • .&. 
Di.at •. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)' (6) (JD) (ll). (12) - (16) (17) (18) 
Gwmiaon 22 698 217 915 836.6 $28.45 t3si:eo 1380.25 55 5 60 13:9 .15:2 14,905.25 15;30]..94· • 11,592;960 113,857 H:laadale 2 21 1 28 · 25.;]. ~:93 504.93 2 2 12:6· 12.6 6,3.3(i.8'7 6,336.8'7 ·988;,m 39,395 
Huerfano 26 1,267 318 · l,'85 l,'20.9 20.cn 246~34 26?.31 88 4 92 16.s 17~3 4,rm,.47 4,U.i.06 11;075,330 7,282 
Jackeoa 7 331 UL ·4'2 ·445.7 292.74 292:74 24 1 25 17.s 18:6 5,218.98 5,436.41, 'r;240,2.43 l.6;245 
Jettereon 1. 13,315 1,n,. 16,870 lS,271.8 8.09 226.84 234.93 604 40 644 2:,.7 25.3 5,719.46 5,571;.19 92,,J.87 ,150 . 6,036 
non 10 440 134 S74 54).6 64-69 324.69 389.38 35 3 38 14:.3 15:5 4,644.78 5;570.14 14,119,386 25,CJ'T.4 
·lit Carson lS l,l.75. "47 . 1,62a . 1,525.9 se.21 2?9.48 311.69 89 7 9fl i,:9 17:1 4,442.21 5;367.45 20,163;433 ll,214 
Lake .. 6 1,222 m 1,593 l.;48'7.9 3-8'7 276.07 279:94 71.. . s 76 l:9.6 21:0 5,404.63 5;4B0.47 26, 774,,435 18,513 
LaPld& 15 2,493 838 3,331 3,128.0 19:-77 204.48 224.25, 137 l2 ~ 21..0 ~8 4,292.84 4, "1C11. 84 27,54",340 8,806 LariNr 34 6,178 2,l.31. 8,:,09 7,703.7 7.64 2l7.58 245.22 364 22 20.0 21.2 4,741.,43 4,893.98 134,.425, 504 10,959 
Lu.Animal 47 3,916 1,209 5,125 4;823.7 24.14 2,S.14 279:28 260 19 m . 17.3 18.6 4,411.16 4,824.Sl 31,631,550 6,558 
Linaol.n 20 922 Y/8 1;300 1,263.9 5S.'77 276.55 )32.~ 74 2 76 16.6 17.1 4,599.06 5,526.60 19,125,949 15,1.32 
Lo,a,n 30 3,231 m 4,2QZ 3,965.1 22.95 276.61 . 299.:,6 206 17 223 11:8 19.2 4;911.23 s,326.:n. 55,41.S,410 13;9'6 
Meaa ' 6,ffl 2,271 9,058 s.~.7 9.67 249-26 258.93 .371. 35 ~ 21..0 2,3.0 5,~-'3 5,430,'4 S7,109.J.60 6,"f(Tf Mimral . l 78 28 106 106.)- 1.4.77 314.i1 329.94· 6 l 7 ·1.s.2 17.7 6,203.96 6,,428.31 l:,7'1,365 16,664 
Mottat 28 1,026 294 1,320 1.,230.6 30.34 288.40 318.74 70 3 73 16.9 17.6 4J86J..72 · 5,Y/3.23 15,495;20S 12,592 · 
Mollte&11111&. 16 l;,ID.O 669 2,479 2,347.0 19.21 227.54 246~75 114 6 120 20.0 20.6 4,4,0.40 4,826.09 10,CY/9,000 4,294 
~ 20 2,8'76 920 3,796 3,467.8 14._66 235.07 249.73. 169 10· 179 19-.4 20.5 4,554.at • 4,8)8.03 21,742,780 6,2"/0 
Morgan 16 3;668 1,197 4;865 4,,575.2 16~96 24s.eo 262.16 206 12 218 21.0. 22.2 5,158.64 5,SU.58 . 43,025,610 .9,404 
0te1'o 17 4,685 1:,2134 5,,969· 5;1'19.5 s.74 234.97 243.11 · 271 24 295 19.6 2l..3 ·. 4,603.4]. 4,774~69 39,840,924 . 6,893 
aw-a,- 2 350 125 475 431..2 22~9' 279.66 )02.61 22 3 25 17.2 1x~6 4,823.'6 5,219.JS 3,695,802 s~m 
.Park 14 234 " 2W, 260.0 68.)6 ,338.68 /J1'T.04 17 l 18 -·tt:i . l .3 4,892:0l 5,879.49 6,S34,l.9S ·25~32· Pb1ll1pa u 885 307 1,192 _ l,J.09.8 Sl..06 )02.08 1s,.u· 66 2 68 16.8 4,930-09 · 4,763.48 16,261,272 14,652 P1tld.n 2 29S 102 397 · 370.9 42.,s 291.04 333.59 22 1 23 16.1 · 16.9 4,693.30 5,ffl.41, 6,432;361 l,.7,343 
Pronra 3S 2.~ '70S 3,126 2,962.2 19.64 210-59 290.23 163 8 171 17.3 18.2 4,687.28 5,027.54 27,962,649 . 9,440 . 






































~ " I._, \ 
···-7············-:--r-··~··.,,·~·······.,..····;:: 
't , •. ' ,.. • ·. ~ ; • 
T"""7·····•················.,·········7""'7 . . . . .•. . -,,····························-r·········· .. ············r······· . ~., .. ~ ' .,/ " . '( ' ~ ... , ,~ 'Ji 
SIJllKARY BT·co.lJITt (.COIT 1 D) 
(3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . (9) (10} (11} (12) (13) (14) 
16,656 3,847 20,50 19,150.0 t 4.48 t244.86 '249:34 TIO 48 8'l8 23.4 24-9 
888 3m 1,1: . 1,08.).0 40.06 u,.o, 4r,.u 65 5 70 15-5 16.7 
1:,992 534 2,526 2,387.8 '~.u 235-36 249.50 117 5 122 19.6 20.4 1,153 46.l 1,616 1,572.5 .. ;, . 315.04 341.-59 94 4 98 16.0 16~7 
1,104 224 1,,328 1,240.2 27.76 24).68 271.44 61 6 67 18.4 20.3 
169 55 224 20:l.3 . 3-72 324.10 32'7.82 13 l 14 14~5 15~6 
470 132 602 571..9 17~12 300.61 JJ.7-13 .)6 2 38 isa lS.9 
888 248 1,136 l,~.9, ' lJ.24 344.U 357.35 65 5 70 15.0 16~1 
184 43 2'Z1 217.f; '2-47 452.56 505.03 18 l 19 11.5 12.1 
432 168 600 5,s.J 2t!;J.t . 'P/.22 YJ:l.liJ. 36 2 38 14.7 u.s 
•,. 
1,248 404 1,652 1,579.Jx E9:!' 349 .. 99 391,.53 109 4 w 14.0 14.5 11,143 3,302 14,445 13,621.J 252.32 266.n 112 38 750 ., 18.2 19.l. 1,597 617 2,214 2,146.) 293.10 332.16 130 6 136 15:.8 16.5 
•"•4" 
223,Cll.9 61,524 284,5.43 258,913 12,007 f!J..7 12,824 
P68-29 t279.,n I 20.2 I 21. .. 6 I 
*'Dda total variu trm .~ ~ J,.DJ. f1l'I" in Tabl• A, C, and D, u Cffta1n d1lltricta ~ 
part-t!M earollmeata,._ i•rlr+d -~ tbeN tablu. 
IQD: Joint. dllltr:lcts data ue,~ 1a headquarter'• c:ount7 onl,r. 
199::!it•Gb1nc is detinld,•'~• iruperdmn, and superinteadesa 11bo apend 2/3 or a,re of tJiair 
tilie in adminiatrative ihlt.18'.Jo· · 
(15) (16) (17) (18) 
1,.m.2a 15,837.22 S 132,742,825 t 6,932 
6,761.67 7,381.52 67,822,680 62,625 
4,606.55 4,883.21 17,229,500 7,21h 
5,055.25 5;4Sl.19 20,117,105 12,793 
~.510.75 5,024.51 12,116i5TT 9,TTO · 
4,645~82 4,699.55 2,485.907 ,12,288 
4,524.22 4,781.88 6,633,880 ll,6oo 
5,11,,6.'37 5;:W..40 14,049,283 13.~ 
5,187.M 5;,789,21 4,540,590 ,20,848 
4,512.SO 4,809-42 5,;l.0,670 ' 9,8?2 
4;890.88 5;,471-44 31,145,122 19., "123 
4,582-55 4,843.92 130,109,860 9,552 
4,626.56 5,243,19 22,181,672 10,3.32 
12,708,028,476 
15,417-971 ts,650,59 I 1110,457 . 
. larollaeat. Coat hr .l.D ..l. 
- SAKPLB SBF.ff or· C.W:UIATIORS 
for 
ADAKS COUNTY 
_ .l.D..l. Per Teubw 
Dist. Clue _ __,.....,...,.... __ .....,.__,, .l.D • .l. 















• 29 -3zd 
30 .3rd 








(4) I _ (Jl (6) - - (?) . (8) (Cj) _ (10) (11) (12) . (13) (14) (lS) (16) 
·· 560 ,OS.O I 'I.U ti4/,.62 1154.03 a> - · ·· 20 . 25.4 25.4 13,?24.ll 13,912.32 
LeN Trans. em,-;-1xp. inc -Teacb.l IOD-teacb. lon-i.acll. ··-· 
_ 19 17.3 2,0.99 111.rt ._ 968.86 2 2 8.7 8.7 6,209.'6 8,JS0.64 
3,~,~~ _3:_l~:o ..... ~•!1 ... _ ~•:4 ... _ -~:4~ _ ~- ... :2... -~ __ ~!:9 ___ -~•! _ ~•:9~•~- -~•~~-~ 30 ~ 481.4 2'-YI -· · 1'9.93 183.30 20 1 2L 22.9 24.1 3,738.06 4,201.89 
. 4 " 6.8 29o6J 5'9'.U 568.'19 1 1 • 6.8 6.08. 3,666.19 3,867 o 79 I• 
_l 19 l?.0 72.75 3S3,S3 426.28 1 1 17.0 -. 17.0 6,010.02 7,246.7/ 
15 ·15 14.1 321.?2 . 321..72 1 ·1 14.1 · 14.1 4,536.26 4,536.26 
r,4 174 1,0.2 .oa 162.87 162.95 6 6 25.0- 25.0 4,un.23 4,079.23 · 
18 18 · 11.a ,.o, 381-49 3114.sa 2 2 8.9 s.9 3,395.24 3;422-24 
1,529 533 2,062 1,960.? 16.0J. 231.44 247.45 86 4 90 ZL.8 .22.8 5,042.03 .5,39().tr/ 
. . -
12'1 65 192 -199.3 6s.,o m.01 396.SJ. ~ 1 13 14.6 1,.s 4,820.02 -s, 713.a, 
-·i:·1 6s -- i,6· - -1,-,:, 1- --1- ;,.;.i,-1-345:1, 1- s -r-;: 1- ; -- icJ:{ ... C -22.2 -16,m.121 ;;,m.u 
_ iro ~ ... ,. _ 1 __ -· -- ______________ --- _ ... ___ ..,, ... J ___ .. ___ --- __________ _ 
13 ·_ ·l " u.e u~?O a,,.11 ·311.41 1 1 112.a 112.a ,,836.,o 3,986.09 
a.2YI_ _ 62J 2,860 2,6U._s 6.60 220.sa zn_.12 m 1 -_ u, 2>.1 21._ .2 · 4,43'7.30 4,S'l0.02 
2J 23 23.6 942°98 942-98 3 3 7.9 7.9 7,418.09 7,418.0C! 
47 4'1 - 40:.6 228~25 · a.25 l 3 13 • .5 13 • .5 3,089.QO 3:.089.00 
._, - ·-' ' . ..,. ' . 
8_.494 1~882 0_.)76 9,414.3 .. . -· . ' . 131 26 463 
i.._;. ..,.:-. _.. tball om i.,._ ~ -~ lny 1.a •• 8CbDol ~. :It ao, tba I I: I llil1 J.ev 
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. . - ) 
. .l.D.A. ci.a1 I .A 
c11> (18) -. (19) Ca>r <21> 
s,586,240 t 10,997 13.,0 3.00 16.,0 
3,0%7,420 174,99, 8.00 8.QO 
3,855,380 . 8,009 25.00~- 25.00 
22,506,610 7,084 18.~ 4.50 23.10 
792,S"/O 6.60 6.60 
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767,560 43,l2l l.h50 • ll.50 
14,222,490 7,251. 18.4, 5.75 24.22 
1,930,533 10,199 2,.,s• ,.so 28.~ 
835,'60 . 10.00 10.00 
l_.422,632 '1,9'1117.65 3.'70 21.35 
713,460 16.,o _ -· l,6.,0 
1,270.220 99,236 ,.oo 5.40 1.40 
l!).,a6,480 3,948 .-,,, 7.,S 3(>.92 
l.,OS2~0 44,6U .60 15.60 
?S0,290 18,480 .6? .. )3.67 
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TABLE 4 ..-~ 
Ratio ·of enrollment to Teachers in.First Class School Districts • 





,' • • 
High School I Diet. Grades Enrollment Teachers"~ Enrollment "!fi 
No. in H.S. in H.s.* in H.S. per Teacher. #-. 
Adams City 14 10-12 49.3 28 17.6 
...... 
Alamosa .3 9-12 478 21 22.8 ... 
Aurora J. 28 9-12 1,120 49 22.7 
~ Boulder 3 10-12 920 40 23.0 
Brighton 27 10-12 ' 393 24 16.4 -.... 
Brush 2 9-12 282 18 15.7 #1 
' Canon l 9-12 54.3 29 18.7 -4 .. 
Center J. 26 7-12 302 ; 12 2s.2 ..,,,; Cherry Creek 5 7-12 703 30 23.4 . Cheyenne Jr. & Sr. 12 7-12 489 26 18.8 .,. 
81 ~-Co:J_orado Springs Jla1n 11 10-12 1.,922 23.7 ' . Cripple Creek--Victor 1 9-12 105 6 17.5 
Del Notre c. 7 7-12 .331 21 15.8 _, 
Delta J. 50 9-12a 1,172 69 17 .• 0 
Denver 1 10-12 10,430 455 22.9 ◄ 
.561 
.,, 
Durango 9 10-12 19 29.5 
. Englewt>od 1 10-12 1.,020 47 21.7 r-
Florence 2 9-12 253 15 16.9 ... Ft. Collins 5 9-12 l,ll.3 .31 .35.9 
· Ft. Lupton 8 7-12 417 20 20.9 ~ 
,_, 
.Ft.. Morgan Jr. & Sr. .3 7-12 1,120 46 24.3 
Or.eeley 6 10-12 a25 u 20.1 ..,. 
Ignacio J. 11 7-~ 295 12 24.6 -:. 
Jefferson R. l 9-12 · .3,477 176 19.8 _;; 
La Jara 1 8-12 i 227 1.3 17.5 
~ 
La Junta 11 10-12 412 45 9.2 
Leadville 2 10-12 206 14 14~7 '< 
Littleton 6 8-12 700 27 25.9 
Longmont 17 . 7-12 1,184 48 24.7 











TABLE 4 (GPN1' 1D) 
' . Tea.oh•~•" 
. 
Dist. Gradei ,Efu:-ollment . tnrolimerit 
High School -No, .in H.S. in H.s.•· in H,S. per Teacher 
.Manitou Sprinp 14 7-12 410 19 . 21.6 
Mesa Count7 Valle1 ,1 9-12 · 2,.299 111 20.7 
Monte Vista c. • 9-12, 274 17 16.1 Pl.,lt.te ·0anon 1 '"rl2 u 1 11.0 Pueblo 60 10-12 2,781· u,, 24.6 
Pueblo 70 9-12 584 30 1,~, 
Rocky Ford 4, 9-12 425 24 .17.7 
Salida 7 9-12 314 16 ·19.6 
Trinidad 1 9-12 608 30 20.3 
Westminster so 10-12 S3S 29 1a,4· 
Windsor .4 9-µ 163 9 . 18~1 
' 
Total 40,_,s,·· l~S87 .833•7 
Grand Average ~llment Per Teacher - _ .. - - • ;.. ... - - - .:21~4 , 
- ' 
4Twu high schools have 7-12. H.S. prognll, · 
b'l'hree ~ilh achoo~s haft 1-12,. and.-~ school.a 10-12. 
~ D:latdJmtion · by §yh.aobool BnrolJ.!etit. · 
H,s. F.nrol.lment 19, Diet. ·Jm,ol.lm.eat Tgqhe1"8 A;u. Jbol.l.ment Pel'." feaoJier:~ 
0.- 25 l 11 1 ·· 11.0 · 




















M 4a nportad in 1955-56, st.at. Department of 










Ratio of Enrollment t.o Teachers in .Second Clase School Districts 
as of November 11 1955 · -
High School Diat,. Grade• ~llment Teacher....·· Btirol.lmeat . -. No. ibff,S. in H.S.* 1n H.S. ·perJ ... r 
Antonito 10 9-12 184 12 1,.,_ 
Ault- 34 7-12 22, ,1, 17.2 
Bert.houd 13 7-12 181 11 .16.s 
· Big Sind.J' 100 9-12· ' · ,69 ·7 .9.9 
Burlington o. 1 1-12. ,,243 "12 _ _,_20., 
Cache la Pandre 64 7-12 236 .ll 21;, 
Che~ 31 7-12 99 ., 19,8 
Climax· 14 . 7 ... )i. 186 13 ·u~, 
Plateau ·V.U•T so· . :9-U 88 ,6.-. 14,7 
Crowlet l 9-12 SJ. 6 s., 
Dorolea 4 -6-12 ,,170 3 .. 18.9 Eada 1 9-12 114 14.3 
Eaton 37. ,-.,.u, 213 l4 . 1;.2 
Erie Jr. & Sr. 121 7-12 216 12 ·,18~0 
Estee Palic --,:, , ./:;'l~ ',, -- ' --· · " .16.9 11 1,.4 
Ivana Jr. & Sr. 1s· -, ,7-1.a ... .155 7 -22.l 
n.agler a. ··:r c,;.12 71 7 10~1 
Fountain 8 10-12 126 12 10., 
Fowler J. 26 9-12 164 15 10,9 
Idaho Springa ' 9-12 128 10 -12.8 Jobnatown Jr. & Sr •. 4tl 7-12 261 . 13 20.1 
lerae7 81. 9-12 .,u, 9 12.:8· 
LaJayette 52 .1-12 · ,t/2 16 - ::l?,O 
LaSalle 65 _.9-12 88 9 9., 
. Lewie-Palmer 38 9---12 - 122 7 · ,17.4 
Limon J. 4 9-12 137 9 15~4 · 
Louiaville 29 9-12 169 14 · 12.-1 
Jlanaaaa 30 9-12., ' 71, 7 10.1 
Manca• '6 9-12' ll6 10 ' , ·11., ;.:;,-
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8 . , . 9~8-
7 .. 10.4· 
11 · 12.3 
12 13.1 
7 9,.3 _., 
11 14.4 
8 9.8 . ' 
7 ,16.4 · . 
l_~ 14·.0, 
,,. 14.~_ -












,14.4 •··. _· 
.. 9.0 -
69.~,. __ i·- . 
Grand .Average Enrollment per Teaobel:' - - ~ .. - • - ~- - -- -14.l 
' . ' . . . 
-. P1'!91!!99T Diatf!butio~ -bl &,bacllo~l Bp£ol.lment _ 
-·· - , .. ·, l 
H. s, lm-ol.l.men~ 10. D'at I 1Bgrpllaent Teachers Ayj~ ·11:01.laeqf Per '!'ooh•" ;_ ' -
























Ratio ot Bnrollment t;o- feaohera-:ln 1.hird. Clasa School Districts 
· u or No'9'811ber 1., 1955 
High School Diat. Grad.ea Enrollment 0 Teacher..,.. Bnrollment 
Ro. in u.s. in H.S.* ii& H.S. per. Teacher · 
Agate. 300 9-12 34 4 8.S 
Arlington 4 9-U 3 1 3.0 
Arriba 31 9-12 sa 7 : 8.3 
.Aspen : 1 9-12 70 6 11.7 
· .. Baa.alt. J. 1 9-12 .. 45 6 ,.s 
. . . . 
Ba,tield '.J .• 10 . 9-12 80 s 10.0 
Bennett J. 29 9-12 SJ.. 6 . 9.0 
Bethune ••• ' .. . 9-12 34 3 11., . Briggsdale. 1f11 9-'.-12 31 3 10.0 Bueno Vista 9 . 9-12 71 6 11.8 
'Calhan R.J. 1 9-12 24 5 4.8 
Capulin . 13 9-12 45 5 9.0 
Cotopaxi 41 9-12 33 4 8.3 
Creede, 1 9-12 26 4 6.5 
OrentJ<l Butte 8 1-12 52 10 Sa2 
t>eBeque . ,. 49 9-12 'ZI s ',~, 
DeeriraU 26 9-12 53 5 10.6 
Eagle. If 4 .9-l.2 34 6 ,.1 I llbert.. - 200 9-12 '.. 30 s 16.0. 
Elizabeth c. l 9-12 ,(, ' 11.2 i-._' Bllicott 22 9-12 34 3 11~3 
Fairp:la, .3. 7•12. · .63 6 io.,. 
Georgetown 3 ?-12 34 4 8~S 
Gilcrest ,,, 9-12. 70 7 -10~0 
Grarld .. Valley 16 ~ S2 ' 10.4 Hortman 41 7-12 ll 4 8.3 Hillroae J •. 10 . 9-12. 6 10.7 
. Hooper ·J.C.23 9-12 ·38 4 9.s 
Hudson 
.. 
80 9-12 75 4 18.8. 





















High School Dist. Grades E~ollment Teachers** Enrollment 
No. in H.s. in H.S.* in H.S. per Teacher 
. Kiowa o . 2 1~1.2 10~ 6 17.0 
Las Mesitaa 4 9-12 20 2 10.0 
Milliken 64 9-12 66 8 8.,3 
Moffat 2 9-12 11 3 .3.7 
Masca c. 1 9-12 22 3 7.3 
Olney Springs 7 9-12 37 4 9 •. 3 
Parker J. 1, ·9-12 41 4 10:, 
· Pierce 40 9-12 -69 8 8.6 
Pritchett Sj. 9-12 47 4 ll~8 
. Sheridan .3 9-12 . 16 . 2 's.o 
Snyder 1 9-12 ',, s 11.0 
Strasburg J. 31 9-12 6o s 12.0 
Timath 62 7-12. ill 7, 15.9 
Tower 18 ',•9-12 10 3 ,3.,3 
. Vilas s ~12 .24 4 6.0 ;, 
Walsh So 9-12 112 8 .14.,0 
Waverly 49 9-12 30 4 1.s 
. Weldon Valley 20 9-12 72 6 12.0 
Wellington 34 .. 7-12 86 7 12., 
Woodland Park 12 8-12 88 7 12.6, 
Woodrow 104 9-12 39 2 19.S 
'total 2~'29 2S6 . 494;9 







&>, Pia •. 
8 
'"9:!!ncz Diatributiog bf _ffif;u~ohool lQrollment 
~llND~-\ Teacoer• '. Ayg •. · EnroMment Per Tea'~~-r 
. - . ' . ' " 
18 
:130 ., 23 
62S· · 74 
18 1,107, 109 
4 342··: ',• 29 
3 32S 21 
Total. 51 2,529 ·, 256 
* Enrollment u of ROYember 1, 1955 
H Aareport.ed in 1955-56, state Departmedi ot 








Ratio or Enrollment .to Teachers in County High School Districts. 
a•ot !fcmNnber l, 19.55 
County. Grades Enrollment Teache rs-tHI- .Enrollment 
High School in H.S. in-H.S.* in H.S. per Teacher 
Bent 9-12 369 23 16.0 
Cheyenne 9-12 90 16 5.6 
Doroles 9-12 108 5 21.6 
Douglas 9-12 204 10 20.0 
Eagle ·9-12 74 7 10.6 
.Oartield 9-12 216 10 21.6 
Gilpin 9-12 . -4, 5 9.0 
Gunnison,. 10-12 219 16 13.7 
. Huerfano\ . 9-12 ~ 21 14 .. 3 · 
Jackson 9-12 . 125 8 15.6 
Las Animas '9-12 ·'2J. 54 9.6 
Logan. 9-u& '1,089 74 14.7 
Moffat 9-12 . 336 19 17~7 
Montezuma 9-12 . ,03 30 16.8 
Montrose . 9-12 1.,t'>35 49 21.l 
Phillipa 9-12 168 13 12.9 
Rio·Blanco 9-12 ·-174 12 14.5 
8-dgwick 9-12 174 22 7.9 
lathinlt,on 9-12 324 2.3 14.1 
Yuma . 9-12 4f1:J' 27 15.1 
·Total· 6~483 444 292.4 
Ch-and .Awrage BnroU..nt ~- Teacher - - -·- - - - -14.6 
h!9!enc; Dilltribut.ion by HtS!!!chool &lrollae1& 
Hes, Enrollaept lfo • . Dist• .. lprrJ]JPNY!i: T!fchera 
26- 50 1 45 5 
,1- 75 l 74 7 
76-100 1 90 16 
101-200 s .749 60 
201-300 4 ·939 .57 
OVer 300 8 4,586 ,299 .. 
Total 20 6.,483 . 444 
* Enrollment aa ot November 1, 1955 

























. BatiQ ot·Jnr~nt'.to.T•aoherJ.iri Union High School Di1triot1 
. · <. u ot lloftmbei" 1, l95S . · . · · 
Union ,, Ol-adea laroll.ment .. Teaoh•raff Bnrol.latlnt 
H1&h Sohool ·.:J.n a.s. li1 R.S. * ·· ~ H.s. ' per t.aoher:, 
, Carbondale 9-12 74 14 ,., 
Granada ·9-12 81 5 16.2 
Hayden 9-12 12, 10 12.5 
Haxton 9-12 137 9 15.2 
Holly 10-12 153 6 25.5 
Hugo 9-12 109 ' 21.8 Kremmling 9-12· 89 6 u.s Lamar 9-12 412 19 21.7 
Kiddle Park 9-12 lll 9 12., 
Oak.Creek 9-12. 76 7 10.9 
,, 
Primero 9-12 215 12 17;9 
Bed.Clitt 9-12 36 3 12.0 
RUJ.e 9-12 230 14 16.4 
;Sheridan <J.12 , 372 20 18~6 
Silt 9-12 64 4 16.0 
,taq,a 9-12 64 ' 12.8 '!WI)& 9--12 2(1'/ 13 lS.9 
Total .· 2,555 161 265.8 
Grao:l Averap l.nrollment Per Teacher - - - - - - - - 15•9 
, ~1J91 Diatlj.b\lt1on bf. Hi&tu!chogl, ~oll.nlent 
H,S. lnrollmt,gt; 119i Dig. ·•. Bm:9lje,nt . Te49h,ta . Au, lnrol.lment Per· Teach!£ 
26- 50 1 ;6 3. 12.0 
. , Sl-:75 3 · 202 23 8~8 
76-100 3 246 18 13, 7 
101--200 5 · 63S 39 16~ 3 
201-300 . 3 6S2 39 16. 7 
Ohr 300 · 2 784 39 20.l 
Total 17 . 2,,,, 161 
* Bnro.Ument as ot tlo-teiiber l, 195 5 
ff As. reported in;19,s-,C,, state Dflp~, ·Of. 









UESEARCII DOCUMENT NO. 4 
Analysis of the Sparsity Factor Benefits 
1955-56 School Year 
July, 1956 
ANALYSIS OF THE SPARSITY FACTOii2 
The "sparsity factor1t is a computation factor contained in the equalization 
formula which makes available additional classroom units to school districts with 
large areas and few school children. The primary legislative intent of the sparsity. 
factor is purported to have been to provide additional state aid to such school 
districts in compensation for school transportation costs. 
The sparsity factor -is calculated for each school district as follows. The 
. aggregate da s of attendance er s uare mile is determined by dividing the aggre-
gate days o attendance o each 1str ct by the number of square mi1es int he dis-
trict, If the resulting quotient (Ag.D.A. per square mile) is 216 or ovE:r, no 
sparsity factor is allowed the district. If the quotient is smaller than 216, the 
sparsity factor is: 
Quotient 
215 ·- 144 
143 - 36 
Sparsity Factor 
L25 





The sparsity factor for county and union high school districts may not exceed 
1.20. 
Those districts having a sparsity factor may use it to adjust upward their 
aggregate days of attendance. This adjusted Ag.D.A. is then used in calculating 
the number of classroom units, or teachers, upon which state equalization payments 
will be based. 
However, Section 123-6-3 (1) of the Public School Finance Act provides that in 
no case shall the number of classroom _units allowed in the formula be greater than 
the number of equivalent full-time teachers employed by the district. 
Organization 
This study is organized into three parts, each of which has one or more tables 
providing county-by-county data on the sparsity factor. All data are for the 1955-56 
school year. These three parts are: 
Part I - An analysis of the numper of school districts having a 
sparsity fa6tor and the amount of state payments thereunder. 
Part II - An·analysis of the relationship between sparsity benefits 
and budgeted transportation costs. 
Part Ill - ,An analysis of the number of school districts having budgeted 
transportation costs. 













Number of Districts having a Sparsity Factor 
and Stat~_P}lYDlents Thereunder 
In 1955-56~ there were 998 school districts in Colorado. 
districts~ or 52,6 per cent 1 did NOT have a sparsity factor. 
tricts ~ or 47 A per cent, which had-·a sparsity factor. 
Of this numberJ 525 
There were 473 dis-
Of the 473 districts having a sparsity factor, only 241 districts received any 
s·tat-e monfos as a result of the application of the sparsity factor. Of this numher, 
sixty-four (64) districts received maximum benefits, while the remaining 177 dis-
tricts received less than maximum benefits. 
A total of $683,087 was paid from the State Public School Fund to these 241 
school districts as a direct result of 'the application of the sparsity factor. 
Summary of Table 9 
Number of districts which benefited from the sparsity factor: 
a. in full (Col. 3). • . . • . •••.•••• 
b. in part (Cols. 4 & p ••••••••••••••••• 
Total number of districts benefiting from factor. . . . 
Total number of districts not taking advantage of the sparsity 
factor (Cols. 6 & 7) • . •.•.••••••••••• 
Total number of districts having a sparsity factor (Col. 2) • 
Total number of districts NOT having a sparsity factor (Col.l) 
Total number of districts in Colorado, 1955-56. . . . . . . . 
Total state payments for sparsity to districts receiving 










a. because of failure to employ as many teachers as 
allowed by the formula. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • $401,350 
lbt . of 
Total 
b. because of minimum local levies ••••••••• • • 69,997 $471,347 
Total state payments for sparsity to districts receiving 
FULL sparsity benefits (Col. 9) ••••••••••••• 




TAB LE 9 • -
Summary of the Number of School Districts in Colorado Qualifying for Additional Classroom Units Under Section 123-6-3 (3), 
C. R.S. 1953, as Amended (SDAtsitv Factor•), and the Amount of State D::illars Distributed Thereunder, 1955-56 School Year. 
Total Dis ts. Number of School Districts Total State Paym
1
ents for Sparsity 
not having a Having a Benefiting Benefiting Not making Total for To Districts To Districts 
sparsity sparsity o full extent ~n part from use of all Districts receiving receiving 
COUNTY factor factor of sparsity sparsity sparsity full benefits partial benefits ~ 
factor factor factor 
<:> I <~> C, d. a. b. 
--A✓s.,.,.s 
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TABLE 9 (CONT'D) 
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S<:J~€ wi-.. k ,J /~ I I ~ J 3 }'91.5 SJ~~ 
-5,,e; 
' I I i<-
:z. 4 t:J.J,2_ _ _. ~(}d s I.A.t.;."Mit ~ -
. Telle,- 6 :l 2 ,,. ,- - 297~ :ll9?1J -· 
tu~.s k, n J t,,.-.. ll1 - ,3 8' " /~ 17-H - «./J(J I. 5' WelJ bG 17 S' I - 7 ,,. 36..J?(} J/,l"(Jd 4,.:r?() 
,_y,,f..U!ia. l.:t. .t3 :J 7 3 7 I .346'1~ / J"$(7(J l#d'4t, 
~ ~,,.. 47() ,4 /10 ~7 /27 /,M" '•f:!>417 •~t/7?~ ~,P.O/ 3.51) ' ~ta.l. 
*Sparsity. Factor - A computation factor greater than. one, by which a district's aggregate days of atten:lance are multiplied 
to provide additional classroom units. This makes available additional state aid to districts with large 
areas and few people. 
a. Sparsity benefits reduced in part by failure to employ as many teachers as allowed by the equalization formula. 
b. Sparsity benefits reduced ~ by dollars raised by required minimum levies (county and district). 
c. Sparsity benefits reduced in whole by failure to employ as many teachers as allowed by the equalization formula. 
d. Sparsity benefits reduced in whole-by dollars raised by required minimum levies (county and district). 
NOTE: This table should be read as follows: 
Baca County: Twelve school districts (Col.l) were not entitled to a sparsity factor, and eighteen districts (Col.2) were 
entitled to sparsity benefits. Of these eighteen districts, only one district (Col.3) received the maximum benefit made 
available by the sparsity factor, which was $3, 780 (Col. 9). 
Pour districts (Col.4) received only partial benefits because of their failure to employ as many teachers as allowed by 
the equalization formula. Three districts (Col. 5) received only partial benefits because of the dollars raised by the re-
quired minimum levies. These seven districts received a total of $16,113 (Cols.10 & 11) in sparsity benefits. 
There were ten districts (Cols. 6 & 7) which received no sparsity benefits, either because of their failure to employ a 
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PART II 
Relationship of Sparsity to Transportation Costs3 
As previously mentioned, one reason commoniy advanced for the inclusion of a 
sparsity factor in the Public School Finance Act was to provide state aid to sparsely 
populated school districts in compensation tor transportation costs. Table II 
reveals that there is little relationship between sparsity benefits paid to school 
districts in 1955-56 and their budgeted transportation costs. 
A toial of eighty-seven (87) school districts received sparsity benefits in 
19fjG-56 vet had not anticipated any expend l tures for transportation in their budget. 
These eighty-seven dj~tricts received a total of $120,941 in sparsity benefits, or 
appt'"!Qximately eighteen per cent of all state payments for sparsity. 
Summa.r:v of Table 10 
Number of districts receiving sparsity benefits but 
having ~ transportation budget • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , 87 
Number of districts receiving sparsity benefits in 
excess of amount budgeted for transportation costs •' Ii • Cl Cl 0 --
Total number of distr1cts receiving sparsity benefits 
in excess of amounts bu~geted for transportation costs . . 
Number of districts having transportation budget in excess 
e O Cl 0 
of sparsity benefits ••.••.•••••••••• • • • • • ■ • 
Number of districts having a sparsity factor but receiving 
NO sparsity payments, yet having a transportation budget ••••• 
Number of districts having a sparsity factor but receiving 
NO sparsity benefits and not having a transportation budget •••• 
Total districts having a sparsity factor for which no 
transportation data were available. . • • • • • • • , • • • • • • . , 









3Since actual transportation cost data were not available for the 1955-56 school 
year, comparisons were made with budgeted transportation costs. Budget data were 
taken from school districts' budgets on file in the State Department of Education. 'lhe 
Director of Finance, State Department of- Education, stated that, in his opihion, 
such costs reflect accurately the districts' tr'-nsportation costs, since it is pos-














Summary of the Number of School Districts Having a Sparsity Factor (1955-56), 
In Relation to Their Transportation Costs as Reflected by Their 1955-66 Budgets. 
Number of School Districts with a Sparsity Factor 
and reoeivin~ soarsit: payments but no sparsity payments 
but no ~eater less and having and no 
COUNTY Total transpor- than trans- thantrans- a trans- transpor-
tation portation portation portation tation 
. budget budget budget budget budget 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) 
Adams 7 1 6 
Alamosa 4 2 1 1 
J\rapahoe 4 2 1 1 
~:•Archuleta 
Baca 18 1 2 5 6 4 
Bent 10 2 1 2 3 2 
Boulder 4 3 1 
Chaffee 6 1 2 3 
Cheyenne 7 1 6 
Clear Creek 4 1 1 1 1 
Conejos 6 1 1 1 2 1 
Costilla 8 1 3 2 2 
Crowley 2 2 
Custer 2 1 1 
Delta 
Denver 
-t:•Dolores 4 1 2 1 
i}Douglas 
Eagle 12 2 1 4 5 
Elbert 5 4 1 
El Paso 13 1 8 4 
*Fremont 6 1 1 4 
Garfield 15 9 1 4 1 
Gilpin 4 1 1 1 1 
Grand 11 5 1 2 2 1 
~}Gunnison 9 3 1 2 3 
i}lJinsdale 
imuerfano 1 1 
Jackson 2 2 
Jefferson 
Kiowa 6 6 
*Kit Carson 
Lake 1 1 
I.a Plata 7 2 1 3 1 
Larimer 11 5 1 1 3 1 
itLas Animas 24 5 2 10 6 1 
Lincoln 13 1 1 6 5 
Logan 15 2 5 8 
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TABLE 10 (CONT'D) 
,,. 
"" ' ,, .. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) ~ 
-
Mesa 2 1 1 ~ 
*Mineral ~- . 
Moffat 12 4 1 3 3 1 
Montezuma 7 3 2 2 .. 
Montrose 9 1 1 1 6 ,-, 
Morgan 4 4 
Otero 4 2 2 
,,. 
Ouray 1 1 ' ~ ~ 
Park 5 3 2 
Phillips 10 1 3 5 1 4 
Pitkin "'. Prowers 16 10 3 1 2 
~ Pueblo 
Rio Blanco 4 4 '1 ◄ 
Rio Grande 
Routt 15 3 1 4 7 • 
Saguache 3 1 1 1 •· {}San Juan 
.San Miguel 5 1 2 2 • 
Sedgwick 10 .3 1 2 4 / j". -
Summit 6 2 2 2 -
Teller 2 1 1 • 
'Washington 27 7 4 9 7 ' ; 
Weld 17 1 3 2 7 4 
Yuma 23 6 1 6 8 2 
I 
,, 
Total 423* 87 34 94 151 57 ... t: 
• 
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Summary of Table~~ 
Table III summarizes the amount of state payments for sparsity to school dist-
ricts in relation to budgeted transportation costs. Note that a total of $190,138 
was paid to 121 school districts in excess of the amount which these distri.cts had 
budgeted for transportation costs. In other words, more than one-fourth of·the 
state payments for sparsity was in excess of budgeted transportation costs of1he 
receiving districts. 
The average sparsity payment in excess of anticipated transportation costs . 
ranged from a low of $49 to a high of $11,000; the average "over paymenf' was $1,571. 
In those districts whose anticipated transportation costs exceeded the amount of 
benefits received fr.om the sparsity factor, this "under payment" ranged from a low 
of $60 to a high of $21,560; the average "under payment•• was $~,315. 
Total sparsity payments to districts: 
a. witn NO budgeted transportation costs ••• . . 
b. in excess of budgeted transportation co~ts. . . 
Total sparsity payments in excess of budgeted transpor-
tation costs ••••••.•••••••••••••• 
Total sparsity payments to districts whose budgeted .. 
transportation costs are greater than the sparsity 
benefits . . . o • • o • • • • • • ... .. • • o • o o • e • 
Total state payments resulting from the application of 
the sparsity factor •.••.••••••••••••• 
Total budgeted transportation costs of 94 districts 
















Number of School Districts Having Budgeted Transportation Cost_s 
In Part II of this analysis, it was pointed out that a large portion of the 
state payments for sparsity went to districts having little or no transportation 
costs. However, Table12 1shows that the great inequity in the sparsity factor 
(insofar as p~6viding transportation assistance is concerned) is that some 472 
school districts, or 78.7 per cent, having budgeted transportation costs do not 
receive~ benefits from the sparsity factor. 
Summary of Table 12 
Number of districts having a transportation budget: 
a. and also having a sparsity factor, but receiving NO benefits 





Summary of the Amount or State Payments tor Sijc?-t"Sity (1955-56) to School Districts 
in Relation to Their Transportation Budgets (1955-56). 
' 
Antount of State Payment for Sparsity Total of Transp. 
to districts with no in excess of total in excess of Budgets in excess of 
COUNTY transn. bt.td~et transo. budJ?et tran rm. bud2et Soars tv Pal'.ments 
No. Amount No. Amount No. Amount.1 No. Amount2 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
Adams $ $ $ 1 $ 966 
Alamosa 2 2,730 2 2,730 1 1,015 
Arapahoe 2 1,740 2 1,740 1 1,445 
*Archuleta 
Baca 1 270 2 2,612, 3 2,882 5 11,896 
Bent 2 632 1 9,450 3 10,082 2 11,019 
Boulder 
Chaffee 1 3,250 
Cheyenne 1 6,000 1 6,000 
Clear Creek 1 2,100 1 2,100 1 620 
Conejos 1 1,620 1 1,160 2 2,780 1 460 
Costilla 1 270 1 270 3 11,085 
Crowley 2 4,475 
Custer 1 4,600 
Delta 
Denver 
*Dolores 1 810 1 810 2 3,760 
*Douglas 
Eagle 2 1,890 1 640 3 2,530 4 3,793 
Elbert 4 14,175 
El l'aso l 2,250 1 2,250 8 34,489 
*Fremont 1 1,350 1 490 2 1,840 
Garfield 9 11,955 1 6,050 10 18,005 4 7,440 
Gilpi.n 1 180 1 180 1 1,692 
Grand 5 11,100 1 1,320 6 12,420 2 2,860 
*Gunnison 3 6,660 1 601 4 7,261 
*Hinsdale 
"'*Huerfano 1 2,860 1 2,860 




Lake 1 302 
La Plata 2 1,365 2 1,365 1 650 
Larimer 5 2,909 1 350 6 3,259 1 70 
*Las Animas 5 4,860 2 1,188 7 6,048 10 48,806 
Lincoln 1 2,700 1 408 2 3,108 6 31,748 
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TADLE 11 (CONT'D) 
..... 
. ... 
- (1) (2) (3) (4) (6) (6) (7) (8) . .. Mesa $ 1 $7,046 1 $ 7,046 1 $ 1,417 
s *Minera1 
Moffat 4 5,029 1 1,020 5 6,049 3 12,118 
~ ~ Montezuma 3 24,124 
~ 
Montrose 1 540 1 3,650 2 4,190 1 1,826 
Morgan 
.. ... Otero ~ 2 7,540 2 7,540 
Ouray 1 2,320 1 2,320 ... 
Park .... Phi 11ips 1 810 1 810 3 6,145 
I"-
Pitkin 
Prowers 10 10,688 3 6,493 13 17,181 1 2,175 
~ ),. Pueb1o 
Rio Blanco 




1 ·2,060 1 2,060 1 4,2~0 
San Miguel 1 270 1 270 
-it. 
. Sedgwick 3 6,534 3 6,634 1 9,493 
Sunnnit 2 4,032 2 4,032 .. Teller 1 540 1 2,420 2 2,960 
Washington 7 3,475 7 3,475 4 10,652 
Weld 1 900 3 790 4 1,690 2 5,045 
Yuma 6 20,118 1 864 7 20,982 6 24,514 
·" $120,941 $69,197 $190,138 $311,656 Total 87 34 121 94 
) . 
.. 
*Budgets not available for 50 school districts. 
**Includes budget for only one school district. 
- 1Average sparsity payment in excess of transportation budget - $1,571. 
,. 






Summary of School Districts having a Transportation Budget, 1955-56•} 
Total Dists. Transporting Districts with Transportation Budgets 
. having trans • Dists, rec • and having a but not having Total Dists. with ... 
COUNTY budgets sparsity sparsity factor a sparsity trans. budgets not 
benefits but rec. no factor rec. sparsity 
sparsity pmts. benefits ... 
. ( 1 ) (2) Cl) (4) (5) 
Adam:; J.d l 6 7 13 
Alamosa 8 1 1 4 5 
Arapahoe 11 1 1 9 10 
Archuleta 
Baca 21 7 6 8 14 
Bent 10 3 3 4 7 
Boulder 15 3 12 15 
Chaffee 9 1 2 6 8 
Cheyenne 6 6 6 
Clear Creek 3 1 1 1 2 
Conejos 12 2 2 8 10 
Costilla 9 3 2 4 6 
Crowley 8 2 6 6 
Custer 2 1 1 1 
Delta 1 1 1 
·Denver 1 1 1 
Dolores 6 2 4 4 
Douglas ! 
Eagle 12 5 5 2 7 
Elbert 11 4 1 6 7 
El Paso 21 9 4 8 ·12 .. 
Fremont 18 1 4 13 17 
Garfield 14 5 1 8 9 
Gilpin 5 2 1 2 3 
Grand 5 3 2 2 
Gunnison 9 1 2 '6 8 
Hinsdale 1 1 1 
Huerfano 1 1 
Jackson 
Jefferson 1 1 1 
Kiowa 10 6 4 10 
Kit Carson 1 1 
Lake 4 1 3 3 
La Plata 12 2 3 7 10 
I.arimer 22 12 3 7 10 
I.as Animas 28 7 6 15 21 
Lincoln 15 5 5 5 10 
Logan 22. 2 8 12 20 
,-



















TABLE 12 (CONT'D) 
( 1) (2) (3) 
Mesa 1 
Mineral 4 4 
Moffat 21 3 3 
Hontezuma 6 2 2 
llontrose 12 6 
Horgan 15 2 4 
Otero , 10 1 2 
Ouray 1 
Park 11 3 
Phillips 11 3 5 
Pitkin 
Prowers 25 4 2 
Pueblo 
lUo Blanco 10 4 
Rio Grande 3 
Routt 18 1 4 
Saguache 5 2 1 
San Juan 
San Miguel 6 2 
Sedgwick 4 1 2 
Sunmdt 5 2 
Teller 3 1 
Washington 17 4 9 
Weld 46 5 7 
Ywna. 18 7 8 
Total 600 128 151 

























Total number of districts with transportation budgets but not 




Number of distritts having a sparsity factor and.also benefiting 
from the sparsity factor •••••••••• -;-.-;-; •••••• -
Total number of districts having transportation budgets ' • • 0 . . • • 600 -
CONCLUSIONS 
1. It is improbable that many of the state dollars received by school districts 
because of the sparsity factor are actually used in meeting transpor-tation 
costs, since a district may not receive state equalization for those class.;. 
room units in exce•ss of the number of teachers actually employed. 
2. There is very little relationship between the money received by school dis-
tricts in "sparsity benefits.It and their budgeted transportation costs. 
a. Out of 600 school districts having budgeted transportation 
costs in 1955-56, 47i districts (78.7%) received NO benefits 
trom the sparsity factor. 
b. Eighty-seven (87) schoo1 districts received a tota1 of $120,941 
in sparsity benefits and had not budgeted any money for trans-
p~rtation costs. 
3. The range in "sparsity payments"· to school districts (1955-56) was from 
$37 to $12,690. The average sparsity payment was $2,834. 
4. The average assessed valuation per A,D.A. (1955-56) in the 241 school 
districts receiving sparsity benefits was $22,9<Y7. 
5. A total of $190,138 is paid to school ~istricts in sp3.rsity b~nef.i.ts in excess 
of their budgeted transportation costs. This is more than one'-fourth (27 .8i/l) 
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TEMPORARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPECIAL EDUCATION 
C. Gale Sellens, Chairman 
Mrs. Blanche Cowperthwaite 
Charles R. Conklin 
Mrs. Rena Mary Taylor 
~In accordance with the direction of the Chairman of the full committee, 
there is hereby submitted the report of the Temporary Subcommittee on Special 
Education. 
Purpose of the Report 
At the April 28, 1956, meeting of the Legislative Council Committee on 
Education, the State Department of Education was invited to present testimony 
with respect to Colorado's special education program being conducted under 
Sections 123-22-1 through 17, 1953 Colorado Revised Statutes . At that hearing 
the State Department of Education suggested several changes in the existing 
statutes which, in its opinion, would improve the quality of the program for 
handicapped children. 
In discussing this testimony, the members of the full connnittee indicated 
that the problems relating to the special education program were of sufficient 
importance to justify the appointment of a temporary subcommittee which could 
give intensive study to this area of public education. The chairman of the 
full committee appointed the above named persons to a Temporary Subcommittee 
on Special Education and directed them to consider in detail the problems and 
recommendations outlined by the State Department of Education with respect to 
the special education program. 
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The Temporary Subcommittee on Special Education held three meetings. The 
agenda for each meeting was as follows: 
M'111, 1956~ On that date, the subcommittee met with Mr. Norris Bush, 
Director of the Special Education, Denver Public Schools. Mr. Bush 
explained the special education program in the Denver public schools 
and took the members of the subcommittee on a tour of Boettcher and 
Wyman Schools, where classes for physically and mentally handicapped 
children were observed in operation • 
July 13 1 1956: On that date, the subcommittee held a public meeting 
in Denver, at which time representatives of school districts having 
special education programs were invited to testify. Research data on 
special education programs relating to enrollments, pupil-teacher 
ratios, and classroom unit costs were considered, and the subcommittee 
reviewed the recommendations of the State Department of Education. 
August 10, 1956: The subcommittee met in Denver to review additional 
research data which had been requested at the July 13 meeting, and to 
prepare its final report to the Legislative Council Committee on Educa-
tion. 
Conclusions and Recommendations 
Conclusions: 
Under the Colorado Constitution, it is the responsibility of the state to 
insure "thorough and uniform" educational opportunities to all residents of 
Colorado between the ages of six and twenty-one. It is the consensus of this 
subcommittee that the special education program i~ an inteval .part .of a 
"thorough and uniform" educational program. For this reason, the subcommittee 
believes that, ideally, the provisions of special education services should 
be an integral part of the state's educational foundation program, with the 
distribution of state aid for the education of normal children. 
However, the subcommittee recognizes that valid reasons exist for continu-
ing the special education program separate and apart from the general education 
program. These reasons, enumerated below, justify the conclusion that for the 
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time being, the special education program should NOT be integrated with the 
state's foundation program. 
1. The maintenance of a separate special education program permits 
special emphasis and attention to be focused upon this problem. 
Too few school districts have recognized and accepted their local 
responsibility in providing special education services. At pre-
sent, only about one-sixth of the children in Colorado who could 
benefit by such services are being acconnnodated in special educa-
tion programs. Continued state-level leadership is needed to 
develop an understanding of this local responsibility. 
2. There exists considerable disagreement as to how the state shall 
provide for the "trainable" child. Some feel that it is an insti-
tutional problem. The State Department of Education is currently 
studying the relationship of such a program to the existing spe-
cial education program. 
3. At present, there exists considerable disagreement as to the proper 
method for distributing state aid to public schools. Since the 
integration of the special education program with a foundation 
program would further complicate this controversy, this step should 
be deferred pending agreement on the proper method for distributing 
the State Public School Fund. 
The Temporary Subcommittee on Special Education submits the following recom-
mendations to the Legislative Council Connnittee on Education: 
1. We reconnnend that the integration of the special education program 
with a foundation program be retained as a legislative goal, with 
further research and study to be given to the mechanics of accom-
plishing such a step. 
2. We recommend that the existing special education statute (Section 
123-22-1 through 17, C.R.S. 1953) be amended to provide for: 
a. the distribution of funds appropriated for the purpose of 
implementing Article 22, Section 123, 1953 Colorado Revised 
Statutes as amended, on the basis of classroom units for all 
types of special education classes. Statistical evidence 
indicates that the following classroom units and classroom 
unit values (based on excess costs) are realistic and workable: 
One classroom unit each twelve (12) educable men-
tally handicapped children 
One classroom unit -- each eighty (80) speech 
defective children ••• 
One classroom unit -- each twelve (12) physically 



















One classroom unit -- each six (6) deaf or blind 
children .•.•..• 
One classroom unit -- each four (4) homebound or 
hospitalized children enrolled 
for 170 days ..•...• 
$4,000 
$3,200 
These payments reflect "excess costs" and should be in addition 
to all other aid to the district from county and state funds. 
In no case should a district receive more reimbursement under 
this act than its actual excess cost. The number of special 
education classroom units allowed any school district should 
not exceed the number of equivalent full-time special educa-
tion teachers, with classroom units prorated to tenths. 
In addition, the State Board of Education should be given 
discretionary authority to approve, on the basis of legisla-
tive standards, special education classroom units in those 
districts having a lesser enrollment than specified above, 
in the event that said ratio work a hardship on the district. 
b. the distribution of the special education funds to the district 
of attendance, with state aid for transportation or r-oom and 
board for non-resident children in special education classes to 
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REIMBURSEMENTS FOR SPECIAL EDUCATION 
1954-55 and 1955-56 
Enrollment Reimbursementa Percent of 







· $56,534.69 $126,277.33 '29.6% 31,6% 
66,965.31 139,691.81 35.1 34,9 
27,246.04 93,586.94 14,3 23.4 
40,145.09 40,443.92 21.0 





EXPENDITURES FOR NON-RESIDENT CHILDREN ATTENDING 





Number of distri.cts receiving children on tuition basis • I • ; • 
Number of districts paying tuition tor children in a specia1 
education class in another district ••••••••••••• 
• • 
• • 




4. Total tuition cost to districts of child's residence •••• $27,765.62 
5. Total tuition reimbursement from state ••••••• . . $12,265.97 





Number of districts receiving children transported from 
other districts •••••••••••••••••..• • • 
Number of districts claiming reimbursement for transporting 
children to another district for special education ••••• 
Number of children for whom transportation reimbursement 
was made • • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
. . ·• 6 
• • • 19* 
• • • 47 
4. Total transportation cost to districts of child's residence $6,320.15 
5. Total transportation reimbursement from state •• ' . . . . .$ 4,951.58 
6. Peroent of transportation cost paid by state ••• ~ ••••••. 78.1$ 
Maintenance 
1. A total tif $938.35 was paid from state funds for room and board for a 
Weld County child attending the Sterling special education class and 
for a Park County child attending a class for the deaf in Denver. 



















KNRO LlJ,IENT IN AVERAGE DAILY ATTENDANCE IN SPECIAL EDUCATION .CLASSES, 1955-56 
I " Mentally Handicapped Physically Handicapped ~ ~ Percent of Percent of r. District· Enrollment A.D.A. Enrollment Enrollment A.D.A. Enrollment 
I~ in A.D.A. in A.D.A. 
~-
Adams City 16 12.98 81.1% 
Aurora 26 19.50 75.0 
' ' Boulder 21 17.00 81.0 f, 
~ Canon City 17 14.30 84.1 .. 
~ 
Colo. Spgs. 29 21.70 74.8 
~ 
Denver 346 269.00 77.7 424.0 317 .o 74.8%. 
,: ,< 
Ft. Collins 11.0 1 .zr 66.1 
Grand Jct. 18 11.60 64.4 
F, 
Greeley 13 10.80 83.1 19.7 9.85 50.0 
La Junta 14 10.87 77.6 
Lakewood 47 38.50 81.9 · 14,.0 10.~38 74.1 
, .. 
Littleton 28 18.00 64.3 
Pueblo #60 202 180.35 89.3 41.0 35.99 87.8 
...'..• 
Sterling 17. 12·.ao· 74.1 -
794 637.20 80.3% 509.7 380.49 74.6% 
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TABLE 16 
PER PUPIi, COSTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION CLASSES, 1955-56 
MENrALLY HANDICAPPED 
Districts Normal Per Excess Per 
C 
Pupil Cost Pupil Cost 
Adams City $229,45 $236.56 
Aurora 185.91 274.12 
Boulder 279.24 276.46 
Canon City 270.53 127 .12 
Colo. Spgs. 247 .12 24.77 
Denver 317 .15 186.44 
·Ft. Collins 
Grand Jct, 252.69 358.34 
Greeley 272.62 I 236,61 






Average Normal Cost Per A.D.A. 
Average Excess Cost Per A,D.A. 
Average Total Cost Per A.D.A. 
PHYSICAILY HANDICAPPED 
Average Normal Cost Per A.D.A. 
Average Excess Cost Per A.D.A. 





























Excess Pei" 1'ota1 Pet' 































ENROLLMENTS, TEACHERS, AND EXPENDITURES 
CLASSES FOR MENTALLY HANDICAPPED CHIIDREN-. 1.9.55-56 
Number of 
District Teachers A.'D ,A, 
Rat'.i:o or A.D.A. 
'Per Teaclhetr 
Total.Cost Total Cost 






























































Total number of teachers • • • • • • • • . • • • • • . • 50 
Total A.D.A •••••.•••••••••••••.••. 637 .20 
Average ratio of A.D.A. per teacher ••••••••••• 12.7 
Average total cost per A.D.A •••••••••••••• $444. 76 
Average cost per teacher •••••••••••••. $5,667.96 













ENROLLMENTS, TEACHERS, AND EXPENDITURES 
CLASSES FOR PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED CHILDREN, 1955-56 
Number of Ratio of A.D.A. Total Cost 
District Teachers A.D.A. Per Teacher Per A.D.A. 
Denver 30 317.00 10.56* $674.27 
Ft. Collins 1 7.27 7 .27 598.19 
Greeley 2 19. 7" 9.85 517.56 
Lakewood 2 10.38 5.19 .. 748.39 
Pueblo 4 35.99 8. 64} 732.47 
Total number of teachers •••••••••••••••••• 39 
Total number·in A.D.A •••••••••••••••••• 390.34 
~:-Estimated ratio nf' A.D .A. per teacher 
Deaf ••••••• • • • 6. 6 
Blind ••••••••• 5.1 
Partially Seeing •••• 8.8 
Crippled • • • • • • • 12.5 
Average total cost per A.D.A .•••••••••••• 
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ENROLLMENTS, TEACHERS, AND EXPENDITURES 
SPI!.'ECH CORHECTION PROGRAMS, 1955-56 
Number of *Estimated Estimated 
District Correo- .Enrollment Ration of Pupils Excess Cost Total Cost Per 
tionists to Correctionist Per Pupil Correctionist 
Adams City 2 204 102 $36.16 $3,681.30 
Aurora 1 112 112 27 .67 3,099.04 
Denver 11 1,508 137 56.54 7,745.98 
Englewood 1 164 164 24.39 3,999.96 
Ft. Collins 1 138 138 31.16 4,300.08 
Grand Jct. 2 182 91 59.88 5,449.08 
Greeley l 93 93 44.92 4,177.56 
Lamar 1 111 111 31.53 3,499.83 
Pueblo 6 529 88 52.20 4,593.60 
Yestminster 2 210 105 35.71 3,749.55 
Part-time pro&!:a,ms 
Craig 1/2 66 66 37.87 2,499.42 
. Delta 1/5 19 19 44.73 849.87 
Idaho Springs 1/5 28 28 28.54 799.12 
Total number of full time correctionists •••••••••••••••••• 2? 
Total number of children receiving speech correcti.on ••••••••••• 3,364 
Average per pupil cost in full time programs •••••••••••••• $48.52 
Average cost per full time correctionist ••••••••••••••• $5,~29.13 
-.t Cost for 1 or 2 speech lessons a week. 
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TABLE 20 
COMPARISON OF C.R. U. REnmURSEH:F;NTS & 1955-56 A .D .A. REnmuRSEHENTS 
Mentally Handicapped Physically Handicapped Speech Handicapped Total 
District Actual Reimb. Est. Reimb. Actual Reimb. Est. Reimb. Actual R.eimb. Est. Reimb. Actual Reimb. Est. Reimb. 
A.D.A. C.R..U. A.D.A. C.R.U. Bo% Salaries* C.R.U. A.D.A. C.R.U. 
Adams City $ 3,070.55 $ 3,000.00 $ 5,719.71 $ 6,000.00 $ 8,780.26 $ 9,000.00 
Aurora 5,345.34 4,500.00 2,214.18 3,000.00 7,559.52 7,500.00 
Boulder 3,929.89 3,900.00 3,929.89 3,900.00 
Canon City 2,237.12 3,000.00 2,237 .12- 3,000.00 
Colorado Springs 3,107.50 3,000.00 3,107.50 3,000.00 
Denver 49,404.54 52,200.00 $101,772.85 $146,000.00 39,823.12 33,000.oo_ 191,000.51. 231,200.00 
Englewood 2,820.68 3,000.00 2,820.68 3,000.00 
Ft. Collins 2,636.47 4,000.00 3,055.73 3,000.00 5,692.20 7,000.00 
Jefferson 6,850.78 4,800.00 5,328.69 6,400.00 12,179.47 11,200.00 
Grand Junction 3,268.53 3,000.00 7,084.29 6,000.00 10,342.82 9,000~00 
Greeley 2,191.01 3,000.00 4,068.09 4,200.00 3,055.73 3,000.00 9,314.83 10,200.00 
La Jwita 1,705.30 3,000.00 1,705.30 a,000.00 
Lamar 2,566.03 3,000.00 2,566.03 3,000.00 
Littleton 228.23 228.23 
Pueblo 17,580.20 Z'l,600.00 32,828.95 13,200.00 19,294.22 18,000.00 69,703.37 58,800.00 
Sterling 2,056.92 3,000.00 2,056.92 3,000.00 
Westminster 5,523.83 6,000.00 5,523.83 6,000.00 
TOTAL 100,975.91 ll4,000.00 146,635.05 173,800.00 91,157.52 $84,000.00 338,748.48 371,800 .OQ-1:..,.~ 
12,292.52 Tuition 
$351,041.Q()CH~ 
* Reimbursement 97.9% of claims 




















TEMPORARY SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE ECONOMIC INDEX 
Ernest Weinland, Chairman 
Palmer Burch Blanche Cowperthwaite 
Wm. Albion Carlson Byron Johnson 
Purpose 
In its 1955 progress report, the Committee on Education pointed out that 
the major weakness in the present School Finance Act is the basis for measuring 
local district financial ability. However, the committee made no study of this 
problem pending the outcome of certain legislation enacted by the 1955 General 
Assembly which was designed to remedy this problem. 5 Several persons called 
upon to testify suggested that the Legislative Council consider the feasability 
of developing an "economic index" for use in lieu of assessed valuation to mea-
sure local district ability. 
At its first meeting in 1956, the committee invited Dr. Roe L. Johns, Univer-
sity of Florida, a nationally recognized authority on school finance and proponent 
of the economic index, to discuss the merits and disadvantages of the index. 
Following this meeting, the c~airman of the full connnittee appointed the above 
named persons to a Temporary Subcommittee on the Economic Index to give further 
consideration to the feasibility of developing an economic index for Colorado. 
5Section 15 of Senate Bill 321 (1955) required the State Tax Commission to 
certify both assessed and appraised valuations to the State Board of Educa-
tion, who in turn was authorized to compute (by county) the percentage which 
actual assessed valuation was of appraised valuation. From such percentage 
the State Board was to determine a factor for each county which would be 
used in developing adjusted valuations. These adjusted valuations, in turn, 
were to be used in calculating equalization payments. However, the Tax 
Commission certified that they did not determine that there was any differ-
ence between assessed and appraised valuation. 
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Procedure 
The Temporary Subcommittee on the Economic Index held two all-day meetings, 
as follows: 
April 28, 1956: On this date, the subcommittee met with Dr. Johns, 
University of Florida, who explained the function of an economic index 
and the amount of work and cost to develop such an index for Colorado. 
He pointed out that nearly every state which has a general purpose 
equalization program of any consequence has experienced, or is experi-
encing, the same problem of measuring local district taxing ability 
on the basis of local assessments. He suggested two alternative 
remedies: 
1, The establishment of a strong state tax commission, pro-
perly staffed and adequately financed, with authority to 
provide continuous appraisal, 
2, The development of an "economic index" which can be used 
to measure the ad valorem taxpaying ability of taxing units. 
The following economic data were identified as being that most commonly, 
used in developing an index. 
1. Farm income 
2. Gainfully employed workers (privately employed only) 
3. Passenger automobile license proceeds 
4. Retail sales 
5. Public utilities' assessed valuation 
6. Value of mineral production 
7. State income tax payments 
8. Value of farm production 
The subcommittee agreed that there should be no prior commitment as to 
the use of an index until after it had been developed and could be 
reviewed. It was further pointed out that the index should not serve 
to replace equalization of assessments, but should be used as a short-
range expedient and a "signal light" to examine assessments in the 
counties. 
June 5, 1956: On this date, the subcommittee met in Denver to give 
further consideration to the feasibility of developing an economic 
index. Present were Dr. Edgar, Commissioner of Education, and Dr. 
Hitt, Assistant Commissioner of Education, Texas State Department of 
Education, who explained the Texas Economic Index. Also in attendance 
were representatives of the Colorado Tax Commission, Department of 
Employment, Department of Revenue, and the Bureau of Business Research, 
·•University of Colorado. 
The discussion of the Texas economic index indicated that it had been 
developed chiefly on the basis of "political compromise" rather than 











It was decided at this meeting that the staff of the Legislative Council 
should proceed with the development of an economic index, using the 
facilities of the Bureau of Business Research, University of Colorado. 
Mr. L. J. Crampon, of the Bureau, indicated that his office could 
develop the index by August 15, 1956. 
On June 29, 1956, the Legislative Council contracted with the Bureau of 
Business Research to develop an economic index, using Dr. John's formula and 
:including the following series of data 
Assessed valuation of each county (locally and state assessed) 
Passenger automobile license fees collected 
Passenger automobile ownership fees 
Gainfully employed (by number and by wages paid) 
Value of farm products 
Colorado determined value of farm products 
Retail sales data (breaking out chain data and reporting separately) 
Mining production 
Petroleum production 
The index was to be calculated on both a one-year and a three-year base, 
and was to be completed by the Bureau of Business Research on or before August 15, 
1956. The estimated cost for the completed index was $700. 
Summacy 
On August 22, 1956, the Bureau of Business Research advised the Legislative 
Council office that, due to statistical problems which they had encountered, 
they would be unable to complete the index until August 29. In view of the 
fact that the Committee on Education did not plan to meet again in 1956 to 
discuss school finance, it was decided that the completed economic index should 
be printed in the 1956 report without recommendation. 
On August 24, the Bureau informed the Council that due to the sudden hos-
pitalization of the statistician employed to prepare the index, there would be 
a further delay in finalizing the computations necessary to complete the index. 
Therefore, the completed economic index will be presented in a separate supple-
ment to be released as quickly as possible. 
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There follows a brief explanation of the concept of an "economic index" 



















MEMBERS OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION 
OFFICE OF THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL 
SUBJECT: A brief explanation of the concept of an "Economic Index as a 
Mea.surement of weal Taxpaying Ability". This statement has 
been developed as an aid to you in preparation for the discus-
sion to take place at the committee meeting on April 28. 
It is of necessity very brief; however, it·covers .the basic 
elements of the ''index" concept. For those members desiring 
additional information prior to the meeting, the Council 
· staff is available for further discussion. 
WHAT IS IT? 
An •economic index of local taxpaying ability" is a ratio computed from a 
series of economic factors, designed to measure taxpaying ability of a local 
unit (usually a county) in relation to the taxpaying ability of other, similar 
local units. 
The original intent of the index apparently was to make it possible to 
develop measurements of taxpaying ability to use in place_of assessed valua-
tion. 
WHY IS IT NEEDED? 
In Colorado, approximately SO% of the "state aid" money distributed to 
public schools is disbursed under an "equalization" program wherein school dis-
tricts receive payments on the basis of local NEED, ABILITY, and EFFORT. Lo~al 
"ability" is measured in terms of the amount of revenue which a specified pro-
perty tax mill levy will produce. 
Under Colorado's formula for determining equalization payments, the veater 
. the amount a· school. district realizes fr<>m the minimum qualifying local levy, 
the smaller the aJl!OUDt .of state egualizati,on which it receives • 
. Obviously, then, if a county under-assesses its property in relation to 
the level of assessment of pr:operty in other counties, its minimum qualifying 
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levy will produce proportionately less revenue. Thus, its equalization payment 
would be disproportionately high. In other words, counties in which a poor job 
of assessing is done receive more state equalization in proportion to their true 
ability than do those counties in which a somewhat better job is done. 
Recent independent research indicates that there a:re wide inter-county and 
intra-coimty variances in Colorado between the ratio of assessed value of tax-
able real property to the market value thereof. 
The justification given by proponents for the use of an economic index is 
that such indices tend to reveal relative ability to support schools more accu-
rately than do assessed valuations alone. 
HOW DOES IT WORK? 
An economic index is dete:t"mined objectively by finding, for each county, 
a ratio between the county total and the state total for each of several per-
tinent economic items for which data are available. These items may include 
such measures of economic ability as sales tax paid, farm income, state income 
taxes paid, etc. (See Table 21) These ratios are usually assigned weights 
according to their presumed relative importance. The weighted ratios are then 
combined into an index of taxpaying ability for each county. 
After the economic index calculations are made for each county of the 
state, they are used in the following manner: 
Step 1 The total "local effort" for the entire state is calculated 
{by applying the required local mill levy to the total 
assessed valuation of property in the state). 
Step 2 -- The total local effort, or contribution, is multiplied by 
each county's index of economic ability. {Some states con-
vert the ability index to a percentage for ease of under-
standing.) 
The county, in turn, divides its share.: of state equalization among the 
eligible school districts therein in the same proportion as the assessed valua-









such districts in the county. (If there is not intra-county equalization, a 
problem arises at this point.) 
WHAT MEASUREMENTS OF ECONOMIC ABILITY :OOES IT INCLUDE? 
The economic index is generally based upon public information which indi-
cates the extent of business and financial activity in the county in relation 
. . 
to similar activities in other counties of the state. Measurements of ability 
may be classified in three broad categories, namely: 
1. Direct measure of value 0£ real property. 
2. Measures of population. 
3. Measures of income and purchasing power. 
A key step in developing an economic index is the selection of the specific 
economic measurements which properly reflect the economic activity of the state. 
There is no standard set of measurements which •ay be recommended as the best 
for a state to use. TABLE 21 summarizes some of the measurements which have 
been used on other states' indices of taxpaying ability and the states where 
they have been used. 
MERITS OF THE ECONOMIC INDEX. 
The greatest value of the index is said to be as a temporary device in the 
transition to better property tax assessments. By relieving the pressure for 
under-assessment for the purpose of receiving more state aid, it may serve to 
have local units approach equalized property assessments. Thus, the index may 
make it easier to establish either equalized state supervised assessments or 
state determination of the ratio 0£ assessed to true value for the distribution 
of state aid. 
Merits 
1. Economic indices remove much of the local incentive to manipulate 
or under-assess property. 
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TABLE 21 
List of Measurements Which Have Been Used in Indices of Taxpaying. Abili tyl , 
Measurements of Economic Ability States Where Used 
~ 
Ala. Ark. Fla. Ga. Tx. 
Direct measurements of value or 
real propertys 
Assessed Va1uation • • • • • • • • • • X X X 
Assessed Valuation of R.R. and 
Teleg. Prop. X 
Measurements of Population: 
Scholastics • • • . • • • . . . • • • . X I 
Measurements of Income and 
Purchasing Powers 
State income tax. • • • • • • • • • • X X X 
Effective buying income ••••• . • . X 
Payrolls for retail establishments . . X 
Payrolls for wholesale establishments • 
Payrolls for service establishments • • X 
.Sales tax receipts • • • • • • • • • • X X X 
Retail sales • • • • • • • • • • • • • X 
Passenger auto registrations • • • • • X X X X 
Number of gainfully employed • • • • • X X 
Value added by manufacture • • • • • • X X 
Value of farm products • . • • • • • • X X X X 
Value of minerals produced • ~ • • • • X 
1committee on Tax Education and School Finance, The Index of Local 
Economfc Ability in State School Finance Programs. National Education 
















2. Most of the data used in an index is made available by official 
federal or state government agencies and, therefore, is not sub-
ject to local manipulation. 
3. Counties may increase their assessed valuation without suffering 
a loss of state aid . 
4. The economic index has apparently enjoyed a "common sense 11 appeal 
in those states where it has been employed. 
5. The index is considered better than unequalized assessed valuation 
in that it is objective, stable, and equitalbe . 
Shortcomings 
1. The index is complex and difficult to understand . 
2. The validity of an economic index is difficult to demonstrate • 
3. Since very few states have relatively similar or homogenous 
counties with regard to economic characteristics, indices of 
ability and the weights used in them are, at best, approximations . 
4. The index does not overcome inequitable assessment practices 
within counties. The ability index is much more suitable to 
states with "county-unit" school districts than to states with 
a large number of districts. 
5. Since indices are heavily weighted by income factors, they more 
closely approximate a measurement of income. Because school dis-
tricts are supported by a different tax base (namely, general 
property), the measurement of the local school tax burden on the 




















PROPOSED AMENDMENT TO CHAPTER 35-7-17 
Prepared for the 
Legislative Council Committee on Education-r.• 
3p-7-17. It shall be the duty of the county treasurer to assess, at a 
fair value, the property of any person liable to pay taxes, whom the county 
assessor has failed to assess, and to place the same on the tax roll, and to 
co~-lf~ct taxes on the same as provided by law. 
In the case cf improvements completed after the legal date of assessment, 
and upon which no assessment has been made by the assessor, the treasurer, upon 
proper notification by the Board of County Commissioners or authorized agents 
that such improvements have been comvleted, shall place such :imepvements on 
the tax roll at a value which would reasonably be established on similar im-
provements ass~ssed prior to the close of the assessment period. The treasurer 
shall apply to the value of such improvements the a~gre&ate of all levies in 
effect at the time of his assessment, computin& the taxes due on the basis of 
one-twelfth of the total for each month remaining in the calendar year in which 
the property is placed on the tax roll. The treasurer shall notify the owner 
of such improvements of the assessment and ta;'Ces due accordinp; to the manner 
provided for by law, and such taxes shall become immediately payable. 
Such treasurer shall not be required to assess such property in person; 
and he is authori?-ed to administer oaths to such person or persons, or any 
others, touching the value of such property or improvements, 
*See November 7, 1955, minutes of Committee on Education, Subcommittee on 







TO: Shelby F. Harper 
·John J. Coffelt 
MEMORANDUM 
SUBJECT: School Building Site F-ee charged by Arapahoe County Commissioners. 
On Jlllle 25, 1956, I met with county commissioners of Arapahoe County. Pre-
sent at the :meeting were Commissioners W. C. Giggal, John Christensen, and Hugh 
Graham, and their attorney. 
I reviewed the work of the Colorado Legislative Council and its Committee 
on Education, pointing out the members' interest in the problem created by the 
failure to assess property completed after March 1 and the subsequent lag in 






to explain the "School Building S:Lte Fee11 which they are levying in lieu of taxes, 
its purpose, its administration, its distribution, and its effects. Their ex-
planation of this fee foliows: 
-Administration and·Distribution 
When a builder applies for a building permit for a "single family residence", 
he is assessed $125 per building permit issued. This fee is placed in a fund 
known as the 11School Building Site Fund". These fees are to be turned over to 
the school district in which they were collected, to be used for "the cost of 
purchasing sites for public schools and other public buildings". 
The fee was first assessed in September, 1955. All funds are being held 
in escrQw, pending legal authority to distribute them to the school districts. 
Although the Denver Association of Home Builders has threatened legal action to 
test the legality of this fee, no such action has as 1et been taken. The com-
. missioners indicated that no distribution would be made until some legal authority 
to do so had been established . 
Purpose 
The purpose of this fee is to provide capital outlay funds for school dis-
tricts with which to purchase sites for sct,.ool bu;i.ldings necessary to accommodate 
I 
children brought into the district as a result .. of new housing subdivisions. 
Because there is no statutory authority to piaee property on the tax rolls after 
the March 1 assessment date, schoois are faced with increased enrollment due to 
in ... migrat:1.on, with little or no assessed,valuat{op. available for tax pµrposes. 
Thus, existing assessed valuation must not only support existing schools, but 
must also pay for the education of those children who have moved into the school 
district. This t-esults in an unduly sev~re "tax:burden upon existing taxable pro-
perty. .;, 
The cotnmissioners were shown a copy of the pi-oposed amendment to 35-7-17, 
p:r;-epared by Mr. Harry Allen, and were asked if such an amendment would eliliinate 
the necessity for a School Building Site Fee. Their response was in the negative, 
the reason being as follows: The average tax on a home ( single family residence) 
in Arapahoe County is $160. 78; however, the avera~e per-pupil cost is $3'50. The 
average single family residence has 1 1/2 children of school age. Thus, even it 
the property were on the ta.x rolls for the full twelve months, it would pay only 
about one-fourth of the increased educational C<>s1: which its construction repre-
sents. Although the assessment of property constructed after March 1 would 
re1ieve the problem somewhat, it would not eliminate the need for additional 
revenues to meet the increased educational costs resulting from in-migration. 
Effects 
There has been no distribution as y~t or the Sciltool Building Site Fund to 
school districts. Thus, it has not relieved the tax bitr-den on school districts. 
To-date, the chief advantage of the fee has been to JDa.ke builders aware o.f the 
L 
·need to include planning for school facilities in th,f.tir development of residential 










subdivisions. In discussing the fee, it was the opinion of the commissioners that 
the $125 fee would be paid, indirectly, by the purchaser of the home since the 
builder would include it in the purchase price of the property. 
In response to an inquiry as to any action which the County Commissioners' 
Association may have taken regarding this particular problem, I was advised that 
both Adams County and Jefferson County commissioners are levying a similar fee. 
The Arapahoe connnissioners were unfamiliar with the details and suggested that 
I follow up with the commissioners of Adams and Jefferson counties. 
Mr. Giggal stated that Mr. J. F. Schneider, Attorney-at-Law and General 
Counsel for the county commissioners, had prepared an amendment to Section 106, 
Article 2 of the Colorado Revised Statutes, regarding the collection of a $150 
fee for each building permit issued for each single family unit in any plan or 
plat for a subdivision in unincorporated teITitory. This amendment was added to 
House Bill #185 (1st session, 40th General Assembly) in the Senate Local Govern-
ment Committee (see paragraphs 4 and 5 of this Bill). The commissioners did 
not have a copy of the proposed amendment. 
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MEMORANDUM 
TO: Shelby Harper 
FROM: John Coffelt 
SUBJECT: Meeting with Adams County Assessors on 7/2/56 1 concerning a "school 
site fee" levied in Adams County, 
On July 2, 1956, I met with County Col11l!lissioners of Adams County. Present 
at this meeting were Commissioners Del J. Cimyott, E.G. Waymire, and William 
Eppinger, and their attorney, Senator Clifford J. Gobble, 
I reviewed the work the Colorado Legislative Courtcil and its Committee on 
Education, pointing out the members' interest in the problem created by the 
failure to assess property completed after March 1, and the subsequent lag in 
tax collections of eighteen to tw_enty.-one months. I asked the commissioners 
to explain the "s~hool fund fee" which is being collected from persons subdi-
viding property in Adams County, its purpose, its distribution, and its effects. 
A summary of their explanation follows: 
When a person applies for permission to subdivide property in Adams County, 
the approval of the county commissioners is contingent upon the subdivider's 
payment of a fee of eight per cent of the appraised value of the subdivision, 
As an option, the subdivider may transfer title of eight per cent of the land 
area in the subdivision to the school district in which the subdivision is 
located. 
This school fund fee was first assessed in November, 1954. The funds are 
being held in Escrow in the County Treasurer's office pending some legal authority 
to distribute them to school districts. The County Connnissioners have ruled that 
this "voluntary" payment by the subdivider may only be expended for _sapital 
outlay on public'buildin&s, within the school district in which the subdivision 
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is located. To date, all land payments in l1eu of the eight per cent fee have 
been deeded to the school districts. The County Commissioners reported that 
some ~chool buildings have been constructed on these lands. 
In response to inquiry, the commissioners stated that the saine fee was 
cha_rged regardless of the date that the approval was given for subdividing land. 
However, if the subdivider plal'med to complete construction on only a portion of 
the approved subdivision, the eight per cent assessment included only that land 
area upon which improvements were to be constructed, with the balance due when-
ever construction was begun on the remainder of the subdivision. To date, o~ 
one person apply:i;ng tor a permit to subdivide has paid under protest. 
The commissioners were shown a copy of the proposed amendment to 35-7-17, 
prepated by Mr. Harry Allen, and were asked if such an amendment would eliminate 
the necessity for a "school fund fee". ·Their response was in the negative. 
The commissioners were shown a· copy'of the pr<>po~d amendment of Senator 
-Rogers to 106-2~22, C.R.S. 1953, which authorized the county commissioners to 
levy a fee of $150 for each single furi.l.f unit to be erected in a subdivision .• 
Although they indicated such a statute might be desirable, they appeared to feel 
that it would not solve their pa.rticuli.'r problem. They did not have any solution 





Shelby F. Harper 
John J. Coffelt 
MEMORANDUM 
July 10, 1956 
Meeting with Jefferson County Commissioners re. assessment and tax 
collection problems 
On July 9, 1956, I met with the county colllllU.ssioners of Jefferson County 
in their office in the Jefferson County Court House, Golden, Colorado, Present 
were Commissioners Emil Schneider, Walter True, and Clarence Koch. Also in 
attendance was Mansur Tinsley, County Attorney. 
I briefly reviewed the work of the Colorado Legislative Council and its 
Committee on Education, pointing out their interest in the problems created by 
the failure to assess property completed after March 1, and the subsequent lag 
in tax collections of eighteen to twenty-four months. The commissioners were 
asked if they had adopted any plan similar to that being followed in Adams or 
Arapahoe county. 
The commissioners advised me that they had considered the feasibility of 
such a plan, but their attorney had ruled that they had no statutory authority 
to take such action. Mr. Tinsley stated that the problem in Jefferson county 
could be eased if the zoning resolutions in Agriculture 1 and Agriculture 2 
areas were amended to prohibit subdivision into tracts of less than one acre. 
In the event the commissioners desired to make exception, they could compel the 
subdivider to demonstrate that the school problem had been met just as they 

























The commissioners were shown a copy of the proposed amendment to 35-7•17 
prepared by Mr. Harry Allen 1 and were asked if such an amendment would elimin-
ate the necessity for a 11 s_,hool Building Site Fee". They declined to respond. 
The commissioners had no suggestions to make, and pointed out that they felt 
this was a problem of the Jefferson County school board, not theirs. 
.. lll- ., 
